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INTRODUCTION

As one of the most importan~means of studying the life histories of salmon, the
Bureau of Fisheries, in cooperation with the Oregon Fish Commission, has conducted
an extensive series of marking experiments during the past. 11 years. In these experi
ments young, artificially reared salmon were ml1rked by removing certain of the fins
and then were liberated in the streams on which the various hatcheries are situated.
The experiments that were begun during 1916 and 1917 were described in Uni.ted
States Bureau of Fisheries Economic Circular No. 45. Other experiments have been
initiated since then and are described here for the first time.
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In this report are presented the data collected up to and including the season of 1927
as the result of marking young chinook salmon. Additional returns are to be expected
during the next two or three years from some of the experiments described herein, and
a number of experiments have been started from which no returns are yet due.
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FIr.. I.-A portion of t.he Columbia River and it.s t.ribut.aries, showing t.ho locution of hat.eheries nnd the localities in whieh
IIlurkcd snhnon were recovm'cd

The experiments have been planned with the advice and cooperation of Dr. C. H.
Gilbert, Commissioner of Fisheries Henry O'Malley, aud R. E. Clanton, formerly
director of hatcheries for the State of Oregon, and the suecess of the work has de"
pended largely upon the aid recpived from these officials. The actual marking of the,
young fish was under the direct supervision of the writers, who were assisted ably by
numerous hatchery operatives.
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FIG.2.- hi nook salmon mal'kod by tho romoval of tho adiposo fin ancl I ho right vontrnl fin, lilnstrnting a typical scar rosnlting
froll1 tho rcmovol of 0 vculm I ii n

FIG. 3.-A typical scar resulting from tho romovol of the postorior half of tho dOI'sol fin
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It had previously been cletermined that the rayed fins regenerated if not removed
very close to the body of the fish, regeneration being most complete when only a
part of the distal portion of a fin was removed. When the fins were carefully re
moved without leaving any stubs of the rays, thore was slight regeneration of a
soft, fleshy tissue but no indication of regeneration of fin rays. The appearance of
the scars on the adult fish recovered gives further evidence of the slight amount
of regeneration. In these the point where the removed fins were inserted is typically
represented by a slight growth of flat or slightly projecting, soft scar tissue, the
surface of which is invariably smooth and bears no scales. In some cases, fin rays
have partly regenerated, but even in extreme cases the regenera.ted stub consists
of only three or four rays less than one third the length of those of a normal fin.
A typical scar resulting from the removal of one ventral fin is shown in Figure 2.
The appearance of the dorsal fin when the posterior half has been removed, as in
experiment No.4, is shown in Figure 3.

In order to test the immediate effects of the marking some of the marked fish
in each case and as a matter of routine were retained in the hatchery until they had
recovered fully. It was necessary to take this precaution in order that the per
centage of retul'll might not be affected by an unusually high mortality resulting
from the operation and the handling incidental to marking. In two instances
experiments were begun that had to be abandoned on account of the high mortality.
These two, however, presented unusual conditions, for in all other instances there
was no serious mortality; in fact, in most cases the fish showed no signs of injury
from the operation. .

The removal of fins from young salmon as 11 means of marking them for identi
fication when they return to fresh water to spawn has been practiced for many years.
The earlier investigators who employed this method used marks tha.t were duplicated
easily in nature or that did not persist throughout the life of the fish. As a result,
the reported returns from their experiments seem to have consisted, for the greater
part, of fish whose fins had been mutilated accidentally. The conclusions based
upon this erroneous evidence have since been shown to be incorrect, and the reliability
of this method of marking has been questioned. It therefore seems advisable to
point out the cltuSeS of error in the earlier experiments and to emphas~ze the precau
tions taken in this series of experiments to assure positive identification of the marked
fish and thus to prevent similar confusion.

The greatest cause of errol' in tho earlier experiments was the failure of the
investigators to realize that salmon occasionally lose one or more of their fins in
other ways, and that as l1 result, if only one fin is removed experiluentally, the mark
may be duplicat.ed accidentally. For example, Hubbard romoved the adipose fin
from chinook fingerlings at the Cll1ckalllaS hatchery in Oregon in 1895.1 The re
ported returns from this mnrking are so greatly opposed to the known facts of the life
history and growth of chinook salmon that they are obviously in error, and there
can be no question that they included fish not marked by Hubbard. In 1903
Chamberlain marked sockeye salmon at N aha River, Ala,ska, by removing the two
ventral fins. 2 Returns from this marking were reported as late as 1911, when th<i

" For u description of the experiment und retnl'lls, see Oregon Fisheries Department (1898 und 11)00) und Gilbert (1\113).
'For u description o[ the experiment and rlllmnH, sell Mnrsh lIn(l Cobh (l90R, 190!1, Wl0, and 1911); nllll ChnmhMllljn allli

Bower (HllH).
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fish would have been in their ninth year, an age greater than the maximum attained
by sockeye salmon. Chamberlain later observed fish with both ventrals lacking
and concluded that they were not of his marking.3

Another unsatisfactory mark, which has been used on several occasions on the
Columbia River, is the removal of a small piece of the caudal fin. In some cases
the tip of the dorsal lobe of the fin was removed, but more frequently a small
U-shaped pieee was clipped out of the posterior margin of the fin. These marks
are unsatisfactory for two reasons: First, beetLUse the caudal fin frequently is muti
lated in nature; and seeond, because, as mentioned above, fin rays regenerate rapidly
unless they are removed at their base. Supposed marks of this nature are brought
to the attention of the authors every season. They have been found on all species
of salmon and on the steelhead and cutthroat trout, although no such marks have
been applied to any but chinook salmoh. The condition observed most frequently is a
U or V shaped notch in the posterior margin of the fin. The rays that form the margin
of the notch generally are bent and distorted. Occasionally the distortion extends for
a considerable distance back into the fin, indicating that the notch was much larger
originally and that it was reduced by regeneration. Some of these supposed marks
obviously are the results of attacks by seals or sea lions. In some cases this is indi
cated clearly by tooth marks, which can be traced across the side of the fish and
a.cross the caudal fin to the apex of the notch.

By marking two or more widely separated fins in the present series of experiments
we believe we have obviated, as nearly as may be, the possiblity of having our marks
duplicated by accidental means. The validity of ev'ery record of recovery of marked
fish has been checked by careful examination of the scars resulting from the removal
of the fins. Where there has been any question as to the validity of the marks the
records have been excluded. The scars, particularly those resulting from the removal
of the ventral fins, have been found to be so uniform and characteristic in appearance
as to make it seem almost impossible for them to be produced by other means than
amputation with a clean-cutting instrument. It is. not hard to conceive that an
occasional fish might lose one or more of its fins as the result of attack by enemies,
or that among the many thousands of salmon there might be a few that would fail
to have the full quota of fins at birth; but it is difficult to imagine how such loss
could result in scars that indicate the removal of the fins at their very insertion and
leave the surrounding tissue and pelvic bones normal. It. is inconceivable, also,
that such improbable accidental loss could occur to hundreds of salmon at the same
time and in just such a manner as to confound the results of our experiments.
Furthermore, the evidence of scale readings entirely corroborates the evidence
of our marks-a most unlikely occurrence if the scars were· the result of accidental
mutilation.

Marsh and Cobb (1908), in discllssing the returns from Chamberlain's experi
ments, describe the "scars" of the two ventral fins as follows: "In most cases thero
was scarcely a trace of the missing fillS, the skin at the site of the base of this pair of
fins being overgrown with scales." In no case in the present series of experiments
have the scars resulting from the removal of the ventral fins been overgrown with
. -- -_.__.._.._._-_._---------------_. _._-_._--_ ..__. ----_ .._---_ ...._------_. _._--_. ----------------

'Chamberlain amI Bower, 19I:!, PI'. 29-31,
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scales, and the locations of the fins are ind.icated dearly by an abrupt change in the
contour of the body at that point and by a slight growth of scar tissue. Fish lacking
the ventral fins and appearing as those described by Marsh and Cobb have been
observed by the present authors, but invariably these fish have had all other fins
present and normal, indicating that they were not marked fish of this series. Further
more, the pelvic bones invariably were absent, which would indicate further that
the scars were not the result of amputation but probably ,vere caused by abnormal
development. During the marking of many hundreds of thousands of young salmon
we have observed fish occasionally with one or both ventral fins missing. Possibly
one fish in ten thousand will show this abnormality. It has been noted also that the
adipose fin is missing in about the same number of fish, but we have never observed
a case in which both the adipose and the ventrals were affected. The theoretical
probability of finding such a case in nature wou~d be about one in one hundred million,
a contingency so remote as to be of no practical importance whatsoever.

During the years that the Columbia River marking experiments have been in prog
ress, Dr. J. O. Snyder, of Stanford University, has conducted a similar but less extensive
series of experiments in California.4 His method of marking and other details of his
experiments have been nearly identical with ours, and his results also have been
approximately the same. 'fhe outstanding features of his results are as follows:
Salmon marked on the Klamath River were found in the ocean as far south as Mon
terey Bay; those marked on the Sacramento River were found in tho ocean both north
and south of the mouth of that river. Notwithstanding this extensive migration, all
returned at maturity to the river system in which they were libemted. The pro
portion of marked fish recovered was approximately the sallle as in the Columbia
River experiments. The scales of the adult fish have been found to be a correct and
reliable record of the age and life history of the fish.

Snyder recently conducted an experiment designated to determine the more
minute details of the homing instinct of salmon. Satisfactory returns were obtained
from this experiment during the seasons of 1926 and 1927, but the results have not
been published.

The collection of data from returning adults has proved difficult. One of the
authors or some other representative of the Bureau of Fisheries has spent the greater
part of each season in the cOlllmercial fishing district searching for marked salmon;
however, the one or two persons could observe only a slllall proportion of the salmon
taken from the river, as the fish are divided between about 20 canneries distributed
along 200 miles of the river. It has been necessary, therefore, to depend largely
upon assistance from fishermen, cannery employees, and hatchery men. Theodore
F. Rich and W. H. Spaulding aided materially in t,his work during the seasons of 1919
and 1920. The greatest a,ssistance was rendOl'ed by the Oregon Fish Commission,
which since 1920 has paid rewards for records of the recovery of marked fish. During
1920 and 1921 a reward of 50 cents for each record was oft'ered. From that time until
about the middle of the season of 1926 the reward was $1, but because of the many
records of marked sockeye salmon recovered during 1926 it bee-arne necessary to
reduce the rewards to 50 cents during the latter half of the season. A reward of 50

ISee Snyder, 1921, 1922,1923, and 1924.
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showing extent of injury and regeneration in
the ease of yearlings marked with a elip in the
gill cover at Bonneville hatchery during the
spring of 1916. Experiment 1. Broken line,
X - X, indicates approximately the original
mark us placed on the young fish. The dotted
lines indicate tbe edges of the bones, and tbe
stippled areas the parts filled in with soft tissuo
on t.he gill cover of the returned adult fish

cents was paid during the season of 1927. Most of the returns IUl,ve come fiS a result
of these rewards.

On account of the manner in which the data were collected it is necessary to
accept the measurements of the fish with some reservation. In all probnbility the
data as to sex are reliable, but those as to length, weight, and time of capture are
less dependable. Measurements of length and weight were made by persoIls usually
untrained, and it is more than likely that instruments for taking nccurate measure-

ments were not available to them. It is also pos
sible that the length was measured differently; for
example, the rays of the caudal fin may have been
included in some measurements and excluded from
others.

These experiments were planned with several
purposes in mind. First and foremost they were
designed for the very prnctical purpose of testing
the relative efficiency. of various procedures in
artificial propagation. It is believed that this
method of investigation, more than any other,
promises information of vital importance in the
upbuilding and improvement of current hatchery
practices. 'fhe experiments also bear upon impor
tant problems in the life history of the salmon, such
as the home-stream theory both as applied to entire
river systems and to the tributaries of a single
system, the factors affecting the age at maturity,
the time of entering the river, and the hereditary
character of the quality of the flesh. And finally,
an examination of the scales of marked fish, the
history of which is lmown aids materially in the
interpretation of va:rious difficult types of scales fre
quently encountered in general collections from the

regular runs. On this account special attention has been paid to the scales and,detailed
measurements and ring counts are given in the accounts of the several expe.riments.

EXPERIMENT NO.1. BONNEVILLE HATCHERY, FEBRUARY-APRIL, 1916

Eggs from: Willamette River, 1914.
Reared and marked at: Bonneville hatchery.5
Mark used: Removal of adipose fin and U-shaped clip in right gill cover.
lYumber marked: 4,000.
IAberatcd: In Tanner Creek during February, March, and April, 1\}1(i.
Age: Approximately 18 months.6

These fish had been reared in the ponds at the hatchery with a much larger
number of sockeyes of the same age. It was during the course of the marking of
50,000 of the sockeyes that these few yearling chinooks were marked incidentally.
As no special attempt was made to select chinooks, comparatively few were handled.

6 For loeatlon of hateherles Rnd fishery locations, see fig. 1.
• The ages given are counted from the time the eggs were taken and include the period of ineubatlon. 'fhis is done on account

of the confusion arising in eounting the age from the time of hatehing, due to the variable length of the incubation period, which is
dependent upon temperature.
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For the same reason the mark adopted Wfl,S not the best. It was felt that the clip
in the gill cover would not prove satisfactory nnd that nearly complete regeneration
might be expected. The results have shown this to be the case. In order to reduce
the possibility of complete regeneration the clip was placed low on the opercle, so fiS

ttl cut through the branchiostegal rays, the interopercle, and into the preopercle. The
line X--X on the diagram (fig. 4) indicates the approximate extent of this clip.

A number of specimens were held in a·tank at the hatchery for several months
and the process of regeneration noted. At the end of about four .months the clipped
section was regenerated almost completely, so that hut a slight indentation of the
margin of the gill cover remained. This regenerated tissue seemed to be mainly soft,
however, while the bones apparently were regenerated more slowly.

Fifty specimens were preserved for reference during the course of the marking.
These average 134.6 millimeters (5.3 inches) in length. The scales, show a more or
less well-defined growth of the first year, followed by a band of wider rings repre
senting the second year's growth. Figure 5 illustrates a scale showing a well-defined
winter band terminating the first year's growth, and Figure 6 a more typical Rcale in
which the boundary between the first and second YClLrs is not shown so definitely.
1'he avernge number of rings in the first year's growth is 15.2 and in the second 6.6.

The average length of the anterior radius of the scale is i%~g millimeter to the end

of the first year and ~~J millimeter to the periphery.7 The complete data for this

collection are given in Table 1.

TABLE I.-Chinook-salmon yearlings marked at Bonneville hatchery March 2 and 11, 1916

--_. -----------
Second y(~ar's growth

Number of rings

First year's growth

Length in milli·
meters (mld-volue 1------------------.--.
of closs)

_______ ~~T~J_l_;j~~-!~]~-r-~;:I-·.~-sl.--10-.;1-2~~;J_-z_---a _~]-;,-. 0 .. 7--;T
1

~-10 1;-T13 .14

I '! i: i I

'I'otoL_........ 1 4 I 9 8 I' 91 6 4 I 4 I:J J 1,.. ·1 1 4 8 8 8 a 2 2 5 4 1 1
I I _ 'I! I---I..-- - .. - -_.- -- ..- --- .._ -.. - ..---.

Avoruge..• •. 1.1.2 Ii. 0

7 In praotice the image of the scale, as projected by a camora lucida to the level of tbe base of tho microseope, is measured by
lIIeans of a millimeter seale. The magnification of this proJectod image used in making this stud~' is 120 dimneters. For the sake
of convenience tho measuremont is givelllls a fruetion, the numerutor of which is tho measurmnont of the imoge and the denominator
the magnillcation used.
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TABLE l.--CMnook-,salmon yearlings marked at Bonneville hatchery March 2 and 11, 1916-Contd.

I Scale I cconl I
I -------------------1
i Length of anterior rudius, in millimctersXl20 j ~

Length, in millf·I__________________ --------! 'I I IF 1 Tot'll
meters (mid-valueI, : ,,' a es ema es
of class) I First year's growth (mid· 1 ~econd Year's growl h (mid-value of class) i: value of c]!U;s) i L ~. ' , .. , I

I----.---,---~---,~_! : ]

_______ 1
32.5i~~:~~i~'~ :~2~~1r.7. 5iG2.~14:j52' ~1~7. 5162. '5167.~ ~~I77. "11~2' .5 ~7. bl~:~5i~ 17. "1__i _

i~~::::::::::::::::::I::::!--i-,.(4)-i i :)I::::I[::::II--i-I,--I- --4- ::=:1:::: ::=:1:::: :::: ::::I::::i:::::1 i 1------'2- ~
I~L I____ 2 i ~ I ? ---- --.-- 1 ----I, 2 t :J I 3 ---- ---- ---- ----1---- 1----- 1 7

1

' . 5 12

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r_,~! II} (~II::~:,I[~II f' }i} } J:[I ,[I 1, I '1
m::::::::::::::::::i:::: --~-i--~-I:::: --2' :::: --i- ::::':::: :::: ::::1:::: ::::I-"i- -.~- --i·::::;-·-ir---3-! . ~_ ~

TotaL.-----·f~~15jI7.115r~I-·41·2[lT-3~_~~_~L~_!-j ~J 4.3T2II-1 34-:-- 16 = 5~

Average· 1 ._~~ ,, : ._~~ . __ i 1
135. 2 / 133.4 134.6

I In this and subsequent tables the avcruges given at the foot of the columns of frequencies represent the average length in
millimeters.

NOTE.-(Jroups in parentheses each contain I individual wllOse scales show no second In,nr's growth.

A slight narrowing of the rings about midway in the first year's growth is ap
parent in some of the scales, (See fig. 6.) This narrowing or check is comparable
to that which the senior author (Rich, 1920) observed in the scales of many seaward
migrants and has termed "primary check." In this connection the term "primary"
was intended to be descriptive from the standpoint of time, but to some readers it
has given the impression of first in the order of importance. In view of this con
fusion of meaning it seems advisable to discontinue its use and to introduce the more
general term "ineidental check," to be applied to nIl checks other than annuli, which
represent a winter in the life of the fish. The significance of this check, formed
during the first year's residence in fresh water, is not always clear, but it has beeu
shown in some cases to have resulted from some abrupt change in the environmental
c.onditions. (Rich, 1920.)

Only one adult fish has been recovered that unquestionably shows the mark used
in this experiment. This fish was a male weighing 48 pounds (21.8 kilograms) and
was taken in one of the wheels near The Dalles, Oreg., on May 4, 1920. The adipose
fin was entirely lacking find the right opercle showed unmistakably the scar resulting
from the clipping. Figure 4 shows the approximate extent of the scar. One other
specimen was obtained that probably is of this series. This doubtful specimen was
taken on May 28, 1920, near Warrendale, Oreg., and was sent by the finder to the
Oregon fish commission. The data, including scars, were forwarded to the writers,
together with data from several other marked fish. En route the package was
damaged badly, and from this specimen only the scar of the adipose fin remained.
It is not known whether the gill covel' was ineluded in the original shipment or not.

The scales of these fish are similar and show that they were in their sixth year.
'fhe central portions of the scales, the "nuclei" (representing the growth of the first
year), are typical of the stream type descrilwd by Gilbort (191:)) and correspond
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closely to the scales of the young fish preserved at the time of marking. Figure 7
shows a seale from the one undoubted marked fish, nnd Figure 8 shows the nuelenr
nrea enlarged. The margins of the seale are rather badly absorbed, and the winter
band of the fifth year and the beginning of the sixth year's growth do not show.
The width of the outer (fifth) summer band is eonelusive evidence, however, that
the fish was actually in tho sixth year and not in the fifth, as might appeRr to be the
case. In the majority of fish taken at this time of year, whose seales are complete,
the new growth of the current year has seldom more than three or four rings. Fre
quently the marginal rings are those of the preceding winter. The marginal band
of summer rings shown on the scales of this fish is virtually as wide as the summer
band of the preceding (fourth) year and particularly in view of the fact that S{lriOUS

absorption of the scale had taken place, could not possibly be interpreted as being
the new growth of the current year. The remainder of the scale offers no difficulty
whatever to interpretation.

EXPERIMENT NO.2. KLASKANINE HATCHERY, JULY AND AUGUST, 1916

Eggs from: Willl1mette River, 1915.
Reared and marked at: Klaskl1nine hatchery.
Mark used: Removal of right ventral fin and anterior half of dorsal fill.
Number marked: 50,000.
Liberated: In Klaskanine River during July and August, 1916.
Age: Approximately 11 months.

A collection of 50 specimens was preserved on July 16, 1916. The average
length is 81.8 millimeters (3.2 inches). Their scales vary but slightly in general
appearance. In general the rings are strong and well spaced, indicating that a
vigorous find uniform growth had been maintained. In this respect these scales
resemble closely those of wild fish, although as a rule the scales of hatchery fish show
a more irregular growth. An occasional incidental check is found (see fig. 10), and
in many the narrower marginal rings indicate that the slower growth of the fall and
winter hlad begun. Figure 9 shows a typical seale. The average number of rings

. d h 1 h fl' d" 36.2 '11' Th d t '1 dIS 9.3, an . t e average engt 0 t 1e anterwr ra. lUS IS 120 ID1 lmeters. e e 0.1 e

data are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2.-Chinook-salmon fingerlings marked at Klaskanine hatchery J·uly 16, 1916

I
Length iu mlllimeters (mld·value I---·~:lmber ~;·:lngS

. of class)

Scalo record

Length of anterior radius in mlJll·
metersX120 (mld·value of class) Males Females 'l'otal

-7-- 8 0 110 III 12 2lJ 31 33 35 37139 41 43 45

---'------------ - --1- -- --- - -- - - -- -- --- --- ---

~!m~m··:~:.::·::·:~·~::.m~.~:'~ J'il Jl! ~~,~ ::'~:-1: I:I:t::;: ::l::m ~~i: ! ! :1
97.5•• :(~~~~;..:~:~::::~:::::::::::::: "~-_~~I-;;'_;_L: ,"~~ ..;. ~~~~I~~(~T+-i-~I 3~ .•••••;~_~

Average•••.• · •• · •• · •••• · ••• ·.1 9.3 36.2 I 82.6 I 80.5 81.8
_._-~.".,--_ .._---"._~.- .._.. __._----'---- -~-,- ---- .. --,.-,... _-_ .. _..••~----,._ ..__._-_._--------~_.
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Only one individual with this mark was recovered. This fish was found by a
Chinese butcher at one of the canneries in Astoria, who preserved the scars but no
other data. The mark is perfectly clear, although it is worthy of note that the
posterior half of the dorsal fin had not grown normally. The rays \vere short, and
their tips bent backward as though the resistance of the water had modified the
growth as the growth of trees is modified by the prevailing winds. The exact date
of capture is not known, but it was some time between May 25 and June 21, 1920.

The scales of the adult fish (fig. 11) show clearly the four complete years of
growth and a narrow margiu(tl band of wide" summer" rings, which represent the
beginning of the fifth year's growth. Scales from the skin attached to the scars were
the only ones availl~ble for study, as a sample of scales taken from the central por
tion of the body was not preserved. While the details of the life history may be a.s
readily obtained from perfect scales taken from unusual regions of the body as from
the more typical ones taken from the central portion, they arc not as satisflwtory
for comparative studies. In this case, for instance, it is not as easy to compare the
nuclear portion of the adult scale with the scales taken from the young fish preserved
at the time of marking. Taking this into consideration, the nuclear portion of the
adult scale (fig. 12) does, however, correspond fairly well with the typical scales of
the young fish (figs. 9 and 10).

EXPERIMENT NO. 3.-LITTLE WHITE SALMON RIVER HATCHERY, JULY AND AUGUST,
1916

Eggs from: Little White Salmon River, 1915.
Reared and marked at: Little White Salmon River hatchery.
Mark used: Removal of left ventral fin and the posterior half of dorsal fill.
Number marked: 50,000.
Liberated: In Little White Salmon River during .July and August, 1916.
Age: Approximately 10 months.

The average length of 50 unselected specimens preserved on July 28, 1916, is
54.4 millimeters (2.1 inches). The scales have an average of 4.8 rings and an aver-

. d' f 20.2 '11' T bl . . d '1 h d l'age anterIOr ra lUS 0 120 nn Imeters. a e 3 gIves III etal t e ata re atlve to

these fish. Figure 13 shows a typical s~ale 'from an individual 60 millimeters in
length.

TABLE 3.-Chinook-salmon fingerlings marked at Little White'Salmon River hatchery July 28, 1916

Scale record
I----~~_·_··_~·-·_·_···__·-

Length in millimeters (mid·value of class) Number of rings
Length of anterior radius. in

mlllimotersX120 (midvalue Males Females Total
of class)

3 4 I 5 I D I 7 1.5 17 19 21 123125 27 .

~l~~~i~~iiij~.~i.:i~.~;~~~;~i~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~,::~.:f.:;f'll~,:I:::: :I,~i: :i~'··I·I: :1: ::[: ·····T=...,. ··--ij
"'.~:;;;:::::::::::::::::::: ,,;:;;:I:;;:,~;'i+ i~i~J;;f {~I :t~ __,: c:;:=~;;

Average........... .1. 8 20,2 M.o M.2 li4.1
__________.__. ....__.. -1.-__..•.._~ ....- ..•.•...._....... ----'-----'----
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Scale of record

.Adults developing from theso marked fish were found among the spawning
fish taken for purposes of artificial propagation in the Little White Salmon River in
1918,1919, and 1920, when the fish were in their third to fifth years. One 3-year-old,
four 4-year-olds, and one 5-year-old were recovered in this way. In addition to
those taken in the parent tributary, one was taken in the lower Columbia in 1919
and another was taken by purse seine in the ocean near the mouth of the Columbia
in 1920. Table 4 gives the detailed data regarding the adult fisl;l.

TABLE 4.-Chinook salmon marked at Little White Salmon River hatchery during thc summcr oJ 1916,
when approximatcly 10 months old, and rccovered during thc seasons of 1918, 1919, and 1920

._._--------_._=====

Ii-----·---

I

ILength of a~:'
i ' Number of rlor radius, In

I
, Length, Weight, rings millimeters

Date of eapture 1'la"e of capture Sex in In Xl20

I
inches pounds ~.

!
i I '1~~~~st Total Ti~~[_st '1'otal

I
dental stream dental stream

I
check growth check growth

----I ----..----.-.----.-- ----.--.-------....-.--,---. -.-----.--..... ---.- ----.----
~~~.125:i9ili:::::1 X~\~~i~:_I_l::~_~':~l~_~~_~~:~_e..._~I~_t_C!~~l:Y::::::::::::1 ~~~;~leJ.~~~~ __ - :_ ~ ~~ Ii ~~ ~~
Oct. 3, 1919 LIttle White Salmon River hatchery .. : do 33.5 (\ Hl 20 45

~;!~\wL::I:rJ,!,JJ~p~":~,;~~tB,t~;::.J~~~·~.· ..~.~·~~~::~.__ tl.!'__~~
I Date not reportod.

The scales of the fish recaptured at the hatchery were absorbed to such an extent
that no part of the original margins remained. As there is no criterion by which the
amount of absorption may be determined, it is impossible to determine the age from
such scales. A scale from the 3-year-old fish recovered at the h!ttchery is illustrated
in Figure 14. The two fish taken before they reached the spawning grounds have
complete scales marked by the expected number of summer and winter bands. Scales
from these fish (4 and 5 years old, respectively) are shown in Figures 15 and 17.

The nuclei of the scales of these fish present peculiarities that may be discussed
more conveniently in connection with the scales of the adult fish in experiment No.8.
The discu~sionof them thorefore will be deferred until the latter have been considered.

EXPERIMENT NO. 4.--BONNEVILLE HATCHERY, SEPTEMBER, 1916

Eggs from: Umpqua River, I!H5.
Reared and marked at: Bonneville hatchery.
Mark uscd: Removal of right ventral fin and posterior half of dorsal fin.
Number marked: 25,000.
Liberated: In Tanner Creek during September, 1916.
Age: Approximately 12 months.

Fifty specimens were preserved on September 13, 1916. These average 67.6 millio
meters (2.7 inches) in length. The average number of rings on the scales is 9.2, and

the average length of the anterior radius is ~~ij~ millimeters. (See Table 5.) In
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a large proportion of cases the scales are characterized by a distinct narrowing, an
incidental check, some five or six rings from the center. A. narrowing of the marginal
rings is typically present also, indicating the beginning of the slower winter growth.
Figure 21 shows atypical scale with a distinct incidental check five rings from the
center and the narrower winter rings at the margin. Figure 20 shows a scale from the
smallest fish of the collection. This fish was only 47 millimeters (a little less than 2
inches) in length, and the scale shows only five rings, with no indication of either the
incidental check or the marginal winter rings.

TABLE 5.-Chinook-aalmon fingerlings marked at Bonneville hatchery September 13, 1916

Scale record

Length, in mlllimeters
(mid-value of cl!lBS) Number of rings Length of anterior radius, in millimetersX120 Males Females 'rotal

(mid-value of cl!lBS)

Average _ 9.2 31. 8 67.3 67.8 67.6

--------'------------------------------- ---'------'----'-----

Thirty-six adult fish from this experiment were reported from the commercial
fishery during the season of 1920, when the fish were in their fifth year. Table 6
gives the data regarding these recaptures. The males average 33.8 inches (85.8
centimeters) in length and 22.5 pounds (10.2 kilograms) in weight. The females
average 35.3 inches (89.7 centimeters) in length and 20.7 pounds (9.4 kilograms) in
weight. One record of 40 pounds in weight, which is obviously in error, has not
been considered in the average. No significance can be attached to the lower aver
age length for males than for females, as the average for the former is based on only'
four specimens and, as previously mentioned, the measurements are subject to con
siderable error. With reliable data, males usually are found to average greater than
females in both length and weight.
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Placl' or capture

I
Ilwaco - -.. --.... i-1'aie:::: "'3i'" ''''iii--

.' ••••do••..•.•••.•••..••...•.•.•.••••.'.• }'emale.. 32 19

Mayor June.. _ , 3.5·m~fes·abiiveAsioila.·.::::::::~:::::: :::~~:::::~? i~
....do "_ do. __ • 37 17

l::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::==::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::
No date., t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::

TABI,E li.·-Chinoolc 'salmon marked at Bonnellille hatchery during the fall 011.916, when approximately
, 12 months old, and recovcred during the season of 1920

Scale record

I Length or ante·
I Number or rior radius,
I rings In millI·

LeJ?gth'IWl!lght., metersXI20
Sex III III

Inches I pounds ..- ..------.-----

I
,'I Inter. :~=

Stream medl· Stream plus
I , growth ates growth ~~:ft:

! I' i ates. : I

~ay 13-. .•••.•....••...... Astoria.. __ _ ...!~.emale=-·~--I·~~-····--; -.~- --;9-1--5~
1:!:ay 17••..•••••••• ,_ •••••• IlwacO.·· · I..·do..•••1 35.4 21.5 11 6 35 02
May 18••••••••• ~ •••• _: •••. Astorla..•._ _ do•••••••...••• ,{' IJ10r} 9 11 23 62

~:!;i;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :~~~g~~;;~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~J~~~~J:::~~::: f ;6lr} 1~ ~i ~ .~i
May 25 "..••••.••••••••• Astoria." JPemale. 35.5 20 12 15 36 74
May 28 __ • __ Warrendale." __ .. __ _ .. '''''' 11 9 33 55
.ti~~ r~====:========::=:==: t~~~y¥~iiii<L:::::=:::::=:::::::=::::: .~.~~:=== ~t 5 ~ 1~ : ~~ ~~
June 3-5•••.•••••• __.. __ •. _ Warrendale __ __ Femalo.. :17.25 20 13 6 31 46

Do..· .'__ do __ __ do..... 38 21. 5 12 9 34 64
Do.• __ __ do __ __ Male.... 38 25 I 10 11 30 60

June 0 Wallaco Island Felllale.. 30.25 28 10 8 29 50

i~~:fi·:~~::::::::::::::::: ·~~~f~;i;~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~I~::::I il25 ~~ 1~ 1~ I~ ~~
••• __ __ ••• ........ 6 9 20 44
__ __ ••••.•.• 8 7 30 45
......... 16 8 35 56
__ __ ••• """" 10 8 33 54

Prior to June 21.•.• __ ...••• }'ound in canneries at Astoria......... ••••••••• 15 7 30 48
..............". 19 0 56 0
"""'" 9 13 29 68
......... •••••••• 7 12 23 67

11 0 33 55
10 17 30 46
12 12 38 72
11 9 38 70
14 9 58 90
15 10 40 72
12 7 38 66
11 11 35 68
14 10 46 70
12

1

' 11 38 66
11 13 35 73

I The records accompanying these two specimens were conrused, so that it was impossible to tell which specimen weighed 16
pounds and which 21 pounds.

• 'I'he data here are not exact, as the fish had been cleaned beforo the data were taken.
, ,rhe excessive weight given forth is individual is undoubtedly an error.

The examination of the scales of these marked adults has shown, as would be
expected from their known history, that the nudei are all of the "stream" type, and
that there are invariably three complete years of ocean growth and usually a mar
gin:al band of wider rings representing the beginning of the fourth year in the ocean
the fifth in the life of the fish. (See figs. 22, 24, 26, and 28.)

Particular interest attaches to the examination of the nuclear portions of the
scales of these fish on ltc-count of the light they throw on the interpretation of scales
from unmarked fish. The chief difficulties in the interpretation of the scales of
chinook salmon are those associated with the growth of the first year, and positive
information as to the significance of various phenomena, such as is obtainable from
marked fish, is especially desirable. The nuclei of the scales of these fish ,consist
in a central portion of true stream growth, which is usually surrounded by a more
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or less distinct band of intermediate rings, which in turn is surrounded by the wider
rings of ocean growth formed during the second year. Although the scales are all
similar, there is considerable variation, which it is important to consider in some
detail. .

The true stream growth is relatively small, ~'S compared with the usual size of
stream nuclei, and is often poorly defined with marginal winter rings that are not as
typical as those on the scales of wild fish. An incidental check was found on the
scales of 13 individuals. The number of rings within the incidental check ranges
from 4 to 9 and averages 5.8. The general appearance of the stream growth in these
adult scales corresponds exactly with that of typical scales from the young fish
preserved at the time of marking. (Compare figs. 20 and 21 with the stream growths
in figs. 23, 25, 27, 29, 30, and 31.) The average number of rings in the stream growth
of the adult scales (see Table 6) is 11, as compared with an average of 9.2 on the
scales of the young fish. The average length of the anterior radius to the edge of the

h · 34.1 '11' d . h 31.8·lli f htrue stream growt IS 120 llll Imeters, as compare WIt 120 llll meters or t e

young fish. It is apparent from these figures that the .check considered here as
terminating the true stream growth was formed at approximately the time when
the fish were liberated at the hatchery. Immediately outside of this true stream
growth is usually found a band of distinctly wider rings forming the intermediate
growth. T,he term "intermediate" has been applied by Gilbert and others to the
band of rings frequently encountered between the true stream and the undoubted
ocean growth, the rings of which are intermediate in width between the stream and
ocean rings. It frequently, though not always, is developed during the time spent
in the brackish water of the estuaries during the seaward migration. The inter
mediate growth shown on the scales of the marked fish of this lot is usually fairly
wide, averaging 9 rings and ranging from none (fig. 29) to 15 rings (fig: 27). Not
infrequently the outer rings of the intermediate band widen gradually and merge
into the ocean growth, so that it is difficult to set a definite boundary between the
two (fig. 23). In extreme cases, where both the stream and the intermediate bands
are poorly defined, the true character of the nucleus is so obscured that were the
scales presented without additional data the nuclei might be mistaken for the ocean
type. Figures 29 and 31 show such nuclei. These scales show considerable grada
tion from a pure stream type of nucleus to what we have designated a "composite
nucleus." This type will be discussed in more detail later in this report in connection
with another experiment, which throws light on the interpretation of t,hese scales.

EXPERIMENT NO.'S. LITTLE WHITE SALMON RIVER HATCHERY, JUNE AND JULY, 1917

Eggs from: McKenzie IUver, 1916.
Reared and marked at: Little White Salmon River hatchery.
Mark used: Removal of adipose fin and dorsal fin.
Number marked: 44,500.
Liberated: In Little White Salmon River during June and July, 1917.
Age: Approximately 10 months.

The average length of 45 unselected specimens of young fish preserved on July
18, 1917, is 47.4 millimeters (1. 9 inches). The scales have an average of 4.4 rings,
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•
and the average length ~f their anterio~ radii is 11~gmillimeters. Nbpeculiarities

are noticeable in the scale growth. A typical ,scale is sho'YIl in Figure ~2. The
detailed;,data for these 45 spec~mens are giYen in Table 7.,

TABLE 7.-Chinook-salmon fingerlings marked at Little White Salmon River h:atchery Jitly18, 1fJ17

~~O=='===--"===-~===~~=""'===,,,=,=_ ,=,=--=-==-;= -,--,-,-.-,-==r=*:'"i-:-':'-,-,_,-,----'--
Scale 'record

---------'--,-----------'--'---'--'1
Length in millimeters

(mid-value of class) Number of rings , Length of anterior radiUS; in
mllUmeters X120 (mld-val\le of class) Males Females Total

One adult specimen, a female 27 inches (69 centimeters) in length and weighing
10.,5 pounds (4.8 kilograms), was recovered. It wasta:ken dl,lring ,i;lpawnin.g opera
tions in the Little White Salmon River on October 13, 1920. The anterior half of
the dorsal fin was somewhat regenerated, but there was little question of the reliabUity
of the mark. ' ,

The scales show such an extreme amount of absorption (fig. 33) that they are
useless for determining the age. Only one complete year of the ocean growth remains.
The nucleus is usually large and poorly differentiated and probably represents the com
posite type to be discussed later. ,A slight check maybe seen about four rings from
the center, which possibly was formed at or just before the time when the fish was
marked and liberated. It is iIllpo~sible tocletermine the exact boundaryof,the;first
year's growth, but apparently there'is an unusually wide band Of'interrriediat'enngS;
including perhaps aE? many as 16of the rings immediately \fithin the undoubted ocean
growth.

The fish that spawn in the McKenzie River, from which the fish marked in this
experiment originated, enter the mouth of the Columbia in the spring and therefore
constitute part of theso-c'alled "spring" run, which is of the highest quality and the
maintenance of which is especially to be desired. The primary object of this experi
ment was to test the effect: of liberating.young fish belonging to a race that normally
enters the river during the spring into a stream such as the Little White Salmon
(which is populated mainly by a race of fish that normally enters the river during
late summer or fall). The great amount of absorption exhibited by the scales of the
one specimen recaptured would indicate that it had spent considera.bletime in fresh
water. The absorption is noticeably greater than that of the scales of other fish
taken during the spawning season in the Little White Salmon. (See fig. 14, shOwing
a scale from a fish only 3 years old.) If the amount of absorption of the scales can
be taken as indicating the length of time spent in freshwater, it would follow that
this individual had entered much earlier than the usual run that populates the Little

105107-29-2
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Whi~e';Sl!-lm91l River. ,Apparently there has been a tendency for the fish hatched
from eggs taken from early-running fish to enter the fresh water early, even though
planted in a stream typically inhabited by a late-running race. A more complete
discussion of this question is given in connection with later experiments, which offer
more cpndusive evidence.

EXPERIMENT NO. 6.-HERMAN CREEK HATCHERY, MARCH, 1920

Eggs from: Willamette and McKenzie Rivers, 1918.
Reared and marked at: Herman Creek hatchery.
Mark used: Removal of both ventral fins and the adipose fin.
Number marked: 20,000.
Liberated: In Herman Creek during March, 1920.
Age: Approximately 18 months.

The eggs from which these fish developed were hatched at Bonneville and the
fry were transferred to Herman Creek soon after hatching. During June, 1919,
the greater number of the fish in the ponds were liberated, but those marked in this
experiment lingered in the pond and became mixed with sockeyes of the same age,
which had been placed in the ponds a few days after the chinooks were liberated.
It was in the course of the marking of the sockeyes that the chinooks were segregated
and marked.

Twenty-nine specimens preserved during the course of the marking average
107.5 millimeters {4.2 inches) in length. Their scales have an average of 13.8 rings

. and an average anterior radius of ~~~ millimeters. (See Table 8.) Scales from

26 o~ the 29 individuals have an incidental check inclosing an average of 8.4 rings

(radius ~~~ millimeters). The winter check usually is absent but is represented on

a few scales by one or two broken rings at the margin of the scale. Two specimens
hayea fairly distinct winter check followed by a couple of rings of the rapid growth
oL~h~ second year. (See fig. 35.) Figure 34 illustrates a scale in which both the
~nci<;lf:lntal check and the winter check are lacking.

TABJ,E 8.-Chinook-salmon yearlings marked at Herman Creek hatchery during March, 1920

Scale record

Lengtb In mllU,
meters .(mld
;value;oC, class)

Number of rings Length of anterior radius In mUUmetersX120
(mid-value of class) Males ~res Total
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One adult fish that. returned to spawn in its fourth year was taken during the
season of 1922; 29 five-year-olds were reported during the.season of,l923, .&nd"H~
were taken during the season of 1924, whe~ they were in ,their:sixth yeari Tables
9 and 10 give the data regarding these captures, i', (\.

TABLE 9.-Chinook salmon marked at Herman Creek hatchery during the sprirJ,g of 1920; whenapproi
imately 18 months old, and recovered during the 8easons of 1922,·1923,'fmd J924 .:.,

Date of capture Place of capture Sex

• i •SC/ll,!\ r;:~d,~ .firs~

Len'gth. Weight' . LetigiJi of
in Inches in pounds Number anterior

.of rin,gs radius,in
i. mUliWlb

tersXl20

Fifth year., 1923: . i

Males••••••••••.•••••.••••••• · •• · ••• •••••••• •• ·.·"· •• •••·•••••• ••• ••• ••••••
}'emales••••.•..... ,. _•..• _--_...............• -.•.... -•• -.•..•.. -, •..... _.. _

Sixth year, 1924: ." ..

We~~iei;:'::':::::::'::':::::::'::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::.::::::::::::::::::

=====-=,==-"·~-=F~i"====='?==~;==io===*"=i==,
.~__~_A_g_e . ._---:-". .__~• .i..' .. Avera_.g_e_!e~~t~: •q 1.....,....w.A.;..,v~ef"w.,.;.¥e;.:.:'f_eJ...!ig_h_t__

Inches 06,1.limelero ,l'ou,ul, K;loqram~
31. 7 ., 80.6 '16'. 1 i .., : ll. 9
36.1 S9.1 ,Wi~. ;8: 4

38..6 98.'0 • 23
9
,.2
6

, .. ISO", 59
35.9 '91.1 . 19
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This: 'experiment adds more conclusive evidence to that given by experiment
No:5regardingthainfluence of heredity on the time when the adult salmon return to
freshwater.' In this experiment, as in experiment No.5, the progeny of salmon that
enter the river in the spring were liberated in a tributary normally inhabited by fall
runnin~ chinooks.. Of the 47 recaptures reported from the commercial fishery, 40
were taken during May, an.d two-thirds of these were taken during the first 10 days
of the month. In other words, the run seems to have been well under way when the
seaso;nopened on May 1. With the exception of the one fish taken on July 15, 1924,
~ven those caughtduring June and July probably entered the river during May, as
their scales were greatly absorbed and the fish themselves were reported tobe dull,
soft,and thin rather than plump and bright, as are fish that have recently left the
o~ean. The condition of the fish taken on July 15 was not reported, but judging
from its scales; which were less absorbed than those of many of the fish taken during
May, there is no reason to b~lievethat it had been in the river for any length of time.
The scales of the fish taken during September, 1922, were absorbed to an extent
indicating that the fish. had entered the river some time before being caught; but
this alone is not sufficient evidence to justify the conclusion that it left the ocean as
early as the majority of the fish. returning from this marking. In view of the fact that
,such a large proportion of the fish are known to have entered the river during a very
'~hort period in the spring, the two possible exceptions need not affect the general
conclusion that the factors determining the time of entering fresh water are hereditary
and are :not alter.ed by conditions of early environment. Additional data regarding
'this important question are furnished by later experiments.

The fact that salmon return to spawn in the river system from which they
~igrated as fry or fingerlings,even though the eggs from which they developed may
have been taken from another river, has been demonstrated in many instances.
Gilbert (1919) has shown that sockeye salmon, of the Frazer River at least, return
to the particular.spawning district in which they spent their early life. The authors
-have numerous unpublished data that indicate that the same is true in general of
ithe chinook salmon of the Columbia. This series of experiments offers an unusual
.opportunity to 'observe this tendency, both as regards natural and transplanted
\~uns. In this particular experiment fish were transplanted from one tributary to
another of the same system. The absence of heredity as a factor in determining
which tributary the resulting adult fish chose to enter is shown by the fact that a
constant search at the Willamette and McKenzie egg-taking stations (where the
eggs from which these fish developed were taken) revealed no marked fish. Their
failure to enter the Willamette is shown further by the fact that the majority of
those recaptured were taken in the main Columbia River above the mouth of the
Willamette. Not only did they fail to return to the tributary in which they originated,
but .the majority also faile~ to" return to the tributary in which they were reared
and liberated.. Only one entered Herman Creek. This one, a female, was found
about 1 mile above the mouth of the creek on October 1, 1923.

Herman Creek wasobserved on several occasions during the season of 1923, but
prior to. the visit .of October 1 it had not seemed necessary to look for fish above
the hatchery station, because a small dam used to divert water into the rearing
ponds had been ,impassable since late in May. The appearance of at least a dozen
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adult fish in the rearing ponds (which they had entered with the intake water)
prompted a more thorough investigation of the creek. Between the hatchery
station and a smflll power dam, about 1 mile above, 5 living and 14 dead fish were
found. All were inspected carefully for the absence of fins, but only one,marked
fish was found. Unquestionably these fish entered the, ,creek early in the spring,
because not only was the dam impassable, but the creek became so low early in the
summer that nearly all of the water was diverted through the ponds, leaving the
creek virtually dry for a distance of several hundred fe13t.

The appearance of an occasional adult chinook salmon in Herman Creek during
the spring is notan unusual occurrence, but this was the first time that any number
of spring chinooks had been reported from there. A second run was reported in
1926, when 130 spring chinooks ran into the creek.

Additional dflta regarding the tendency of salmon to return to a particular
tributary to 13pawn were secured from In,ter experiments. ..,.;.

The scales of the adult fish present nothing unusual. Their~ll(lleia~e typical
of the stream type and are identical with th~ scales of the young fish at the time of
liberation. (See figs. 37 and 39.) The majority of. ~hosehaving perfect s9&les
show an incidental check inclosing an area marked by an average of 8 rings, and

h . . d' f 2804 '11' A . db' havmg an average anterIOr ra lUS 0 -[2-0 nn nneters. s mentIOne a ove, 't e

scales of the young fish showed an incidental check inclosing all average of SA rings

and with a radius of ;~~ millimeters-a remarkably close correspondence. The

average total number of nuclear rings is 16.2, and the average total radius is i~·g

millimeters. (See Table 9.) The scales of the adult fish are characterized further
by a comparatively small growth during the first year in the ocean. Figures 36
and 38 illustrate typical scales from mature fish in their fiftl;J. and sixth years,
respectively. '

EXPERIMENT NO. 7.-BONNEVILLE HATCHERY, OC't9BER, 1920

Eggs from: Willamette, McKenzie, and Santiam Rivers, 1919.
Reared and marked at: Bonneville hatchery.
Mark used: Removal of adipose fin and right ventral fin.
Number marked: 65,000.
Liberated: In Tanner Creek during October, 1920.
Age: App;oximately 13 months.

A sample of 50 fingerlings preserved on October 14, 1920, averages 96.6 centi
meters (3.8 inches) in length. The rings of the scales are regular in shape and, evenly
spaced, giving evidence of comparatively rapid and uninterrupted growth. The
Itverage number of rings is 15.3, and the average length of th~ anterior radius is

~~g millimeters. A typical scale is shown in Fi~ure 40, The complete scaie: and

l{lI).gtJh recordf:l are given in Tll,ble 11 \
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i' ·.TABIJE 11.*Chinook-salmon fingerlings marked at Bonneville hatchery October 14, 1920

Scale record

Lellgth, in millimeters (mid·
.' '''villue of class) Number of rings Length of anterior radius, in millimeters X120 Males mFa6-

les
Total

(mid·value of class)

~L:::;';;'i~:~ I-;~ -,;I_;I'~ ;'i~ ::: :7: _;J~ ~-:;.~ .;: -~ :;~:~ ~~';~=j-r -,j
97,5..__ . __ _ _. • 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 1 ._. 2 1 2 1 2 i 1 .•_ 1 __•. _. 5' 8 13
102,5_._ _._ _ _ _._ ..•••••.• _._ 2 3 3 3 .•••__ ••_ 1· __ • 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 ••••,. 3 8 11
107.6•.• .'.· , •. _. _.• _ •••••• 1 _•• _••••• 1 •• _ ._. _._ .•• __ • 1 ._. _._ •• _ ._••._ 1 _._ ••• _.. 2 2
112.6 ._._. .------ ••••• ._ . __ 1 ..__...._ ... _.• _. • 1 _. ••• __ •._ ..__ ._ . ., 1 1
122.6•• , •• ,. '+ .. ,_'+ ••••_••• _ •• _ ••_ ••• , •• 1 _•• __•.•_ '" •__ •••..••••••••• .••••_ 1 1 ••_._.. 1

132.5c·~;;~:::::::::::::::::::~1777~:;I~I~7:;::;:717i7:;:17:;::;::;::;:+7~ 3~ 5~
Average. •__ . __ ....._. 16.3 46.6 98. O. 95.6 96.6

From the standpoint of adult fish recovered this has been one of the most suc
Mssful exPeriments with chinook salmon, 252 having bee~ taken. One 3-year-old
was taken by troll in the ocean near the mouth of the Columbia River, and the rest
were taken in the Columbia River, 8 of them during 1923, 215 during 1924, and
128 during 1925. Records of the time and place of capture are given in Tables 12
·and13.

TABIJE 12.-;-Chinook salmon marked at Bonneville hatchery during the fall of 1920, when approxi
mately 13 months old, and recovered during the seasons of 1922, 1923, and 1925

Scale record, first
year

: Date of capture Place of capture Sex
Length,

in
inches

Wblght,
in

pounds

Length of
anterior

Nurnher radius, in
01 rings milli-

meters
X120

--·····17- ..·.. ··;;,7
17 48
26 69
21 65
10 47
14 35
18 51
14 62
24 57
23 74
20 51
19 53
22 62
17 48
15 45
16 45
15 38
18 4&

·--·.. -18- "-"'--49
24 78
14 42
24 70
16 47
19 68

22 66
17 48
17 .47

• 18 51
18 51
25 81
24 63
20 69

16
13
14
11
12.5
18
9
8

'1922: August g...._._ .. _. Oc6an~ •• ._•• ._•••_._ ••• __ .••••••.•.. _._ Male••__ ._ --;3:25 --6-.5-- --15--.--42
1923: .

~1 f:~'~.·'~ ~~~;~_'ii~.~i•••~•• ··~~.~~i·.~i~~~.i -i-.i ----1.--
1926:

May 1._.•. __ . __ ._._. The Dalles.__••_••••_•.. _.:..• _..... . ••• __ .do.__ .••• 37.75 22
May 2.•. .. Bonneville_.__ •__._._ ••••••• __ ...• __ .. .._do....... 45.26 39.75
May 3__ .. ._ Warrendale cannery.__ ••_. .•.....••• _ _•.•• _•••. ••_ 42 27
May 4.. ...... Ellsworth cannery_._•• •.•••..... .' Male_.__ •• 27 18
May 4 ._._. __ .•• Bonneville••_._••••••_. ._ ... _.... __ .•_ Female • 34.75 13
May 4... ... _. Cascade Locks •__•••••••••.....•_-•... - -_ -.__ Male.__ ••• 41 28.25

:~:~t::::: :.:=::'::::: ~g~:~Ilie::::::::::::::::::::::::·:: :::::::::::: r:~:-l~ :: ~~.5 i~. 5
Warrendale cannery•.._. ._ ...•_ _•• __ •• _... 36 20

47 • 60
40.5 27
43 37
38.5 22
24 25
38 23
34 21
37.5 25
38 20
48 40

I

37.5 21. 5
36.5 18

June 10__ . __ .. _... __ Warrendalecannery••..•• . .. __ . . ._. Female.... 37.5 21

(

PllIar Rock . __ .. • •..... .. . Male._._._ 35 19
Durl M t ••••do•..• •• _... __ ._._ •.••• __ ._ .•..• _. .. _ Female.__ . 40 35
da~gnot~:co~d:d. Dodson cannery.•__ ._. __ . ._ .... __ .. . __ •••dO'_'_"'

j
34 21

::::~~::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::,:::::::::: ._- -~~_...
-------
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TABLE 13.-Chinook salmon marked at Bonneville hatchery during the fall of 1920, when app"oxi
mately 13 months old, and recovered during the season of 1924

Date of capture

JunePlace of capture I

_.-

1-7

May May
----.- ~ 29-Junel---,..---1 Date un:'

8-14 15-21 22-28 4 5-11 12-18 known'

Total

-----------------1---------_·_--_·_·_---------,_·__·
Mouth of Columbia-Vancouver __ •. _. •
Vancouver-Cascade Locks .. •
Cascade Locks-Celllo Falls . _
Unknown (above Vancouver) __ . __ . __ . . __

15
24
40
9

5 5
29 847 .
3 _. _

~ ~ ""'-2-- ------i-- ,~
.1 . __ ... .. __ ._ ._____________ '1
2 .________ 1 ._ .. ... _

28
78
93
15

TotaL . .. _. .. _ 88 84 13 14 6 214

lOne fish taken near Astoria during February Is not Included in this table.
'All during May.

The detailed length and weight data are given in Tables 12, 14, and 15. The
average sizes appear in Table 16. These averages can not be relied upon as accu
rately representing the size of the fish at the three ages, because, as has been men
tioned, the individual records are not dependable. The figures for the 5-year-olds
(as a result of,the large number of data comprising them) probably are quite accurRte.
The small number of records for the 4-year-olds makes the averages for that'/tge
group least dependable.

TABLE 14.-Chinook salmon marked at Bonneville hatchery during the fall of 1920, when approx'i
mately 13 months old, and recovered during the season of 1924-

Length, in Inches (mid-value of class) Males I Females
-------,---_·_-----·1---

Length, In Inches (mid-value of class) Males Females

11
i

23.5. __ ... _. .. _.. _

26.5__ . __ •• _". -- - -- -'-' .. ----.- - .. -- ---- - ----27.5. . . __ ... . _
28.5 ' •.• _- - - - - _- - - - - - • -- _. -- ._
29.5 .. -- -- --. -. ---- --- . __ -- . __
30.5 ••. ~ . -.•. -. . _
31.5 . . . .. . . _._
32.5: __ •• __ • • _.. - - _-- -. • __ • •
33.5 .: --. . _. ..
34.5 ' ; - -- • ~ ".
35..1 . -. _-.- --.- -- ----. __ . _. __ ..•.. _
36.5._. __ • - __ ' _- -.. -- -- - --. - -... -_- -- _. _
37.5 ------. --. -- -- -. --. --. . _. __ •

1 2 38..1_____________________________________________ 7
11 .--------2-- 39..1.... . __.. __ .• :. 8

40,[. . . ... ..... . __ \l
1 1 41.5.. .. : .. ~ ~ ".~ : 4
2 3 42.5. __ . . . . __ . __ . __ ._______ 4
2 4 43.6_••• . . ....• ,3
a 2 47.5 .• . __.. _. .... -----.-----.--- I •.-.-.
7 5 1----
~ I~ TotaL..,·--------·-------------· ..-I~~
8 10 Average, inches . 1 36.7 35.2
9 13 Average, centimeters . __ : ----

I
. . 93.2, 89.4

9 15

TABLE 15:-Chinook salmon marked at Bonneville hatchery during the fall of 1920, whenapproxi
mately.13months old, and recovered duringtheseasoniJ! 1924-

Weight, in pounds (mid-value of class) Males ~'emales Weight, in pounds (mid-value of class) Males - FlImllles

Tdttll •• ----_. -: __ . --' __ -- -- --. _:-- __ --

Average, pounds , __ • __
Average, kllograms : __

1
1
2

211.1
9.1

91

I
6,
l'
~' -·-'t'-----
3-
1
2
'2
{ --_.:.:,:----
1

23.0
10.5

.90

1 ~i.5 ~ . __
2 28.5 . __ " " .• _. __

k rot::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·3 31.5 . . . _
2 32.0•. " • ~ ~ . _
9 33.5 . . __
6 34 5 . '.'
5 35:0::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: :::::::::
9 36.5_: "~ .. , •. "

13 41.5 . : _
7 42.5:__ : . . • __,__ L : _
9
4
2
4
4

2
2
2
2
1
4
5
3
9
3
5
2
6
{I

4
3
6

10..1 - - - - - -- -- - - -- -- --' -- -. --- - -- -- -- - •• - -- - --
11.6__ •__ •.••• ---' ----. ---. -- --., ---. ----.-
12.5 -- - - - - -- - - - -' - -- - -- - -- - -- - - - - --
13.5 • - - - - - -- -- -- - -- -- -- - - -- --- - - - - --
l1..5.... -- - - - - -- -- -- - - --- -- .. -- -- -- - -- --.-
15.6: • __ - -. - -. -- •. - -. - - - --- - ---. - -- ---
16.6__ • -----. --. - .-. ---- -- ----- ----
17.5 ..~ - -'-- .--- - - - --- -------- ----,-- -- --.
18.5 --- --- .. --- ----. -- -- -. _.. -- -- -- -.--
19.5 - •••.. -. - - - - - •• - - --. -' --' - - - --. --
20.5 • __ - - -- -- --" -- -. -- - -- -- - -- - ---' ---
21.6 • - .• --- --- -- -- ----- -.-. - _••• -.
22.5.... _- - -- ••. - -- - --. - -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- ----
23.5. --.-. ---- ----•.. - ---- ----- ---. -.- --
24.5 • _.. _-- - - - - - .•.. - - -. - .• - _-.-
25.5__ • __ -. -- --' -- -. --: - - --.- - -- -.'. -' -' -- --
26.5 ------.--. -. -------. -. ---. --.• -..
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TABLE 16.-Chinook salmon marked at Bonneville'hatcher1J during the fall of 1920, when U1J1Jl'oxi
mutely 13 months old, and recovered during 'the seasons of 1923,1924, and 1925

Age

Fourth year, 1923: .

~~~es::======:::::::::::::::::==== =:===:===: =:===:::::::::=:=: =:=:::==::: i
Firth year, 1924: ,Males . I

Females -_- ---------_----__ . -_-----------------_-- ----------------i
SIxth year, 1925: !Males . '

Females " ,

Average length Average weIght

Inches Centlmeter8 'Pounds Kilogram8
30.8 78.2 10.0 4..1
30.5 77.5 15.1 0.9

30.7 93.2 23.0 10.5
35.2 89.4 20.1 9,1

38. 0 98. 0 28.3 12.9
30.4 92.5 21. 2 9.0

The consistency with which these fish ~ntered fresh water during the early part
of the season greatly outweighs the few doubtful cases in other experiments in show
ing that the time at which the adults enter fresh water is determined by heredity
and is not affected by early environment. The parents of the fish marked in this
experiment were ,of the early spring Tun that spawns in the headwaters of the Wil
lamette River. The fingerlings marked were reared at Tanner Creek, where only
salmon of the fall run are fOllnd normally; but the time when the adult marked fish
returned to fresh water to spawn wasnot altered by this change in their early life.
This is shown most clearly by the records of the 1'924 recoveries. (See Table 13.)
Of the 208 recoveries for which the date of capture is known, 82 percent were taken
during the first two weeks after the season opened on May 1. The largest catches
were made during the first four days of the season. The date of the latest recovery
from this experiment was June 13.

The evidence from this experiment, regarding the factors that influence tho
adult salmon to return to a particular tributary to spawn, is in complete agreement
with that derived from experiment No.6. As in experiment No.6, none returned to
the tributaries in which the eggs were taken. Approximately one-half of the
reported recaptures were made in the Columbia several miles above the mouth of
Tanner Creek, where the fingerlings were liberated, whereas only three ran into
Tanner Creek. From these facts it is evident that heredity has no effect on the'
tendency in question and that early environment is an influencing but by no means
controlling factor. '

Scales from all of the recaptured adult ~h were examined microscopically in
the usual manner. Evidence of absorption, which normally sets in soon after the
fish enter fresh water, was found in nearly all cases. In the majority the originai
margin was removed entirely, but there remained at least a part of the last winter
band, which in fish that leave the ocean in the spring lies just within the margin of
the complete scale. In a few of the 5-year-olds and most of the 6-year-olds the last
winter band was entirely lacking, but a wide band of well-spaced rings following the
preceding winter check is ample assurance that the fish were in their fifth and sixth
years, respectively. Typical scales from fish recovered during their third, fourth!
fifth, and sixth years are shown in Figures 41, 42, 43, and 45. '

The nuclei of the scales of 50 of the 5-year-olds and of all of the other age groups
were measured for comparison with the scales of the fingerlings. All were distinctly

, of the stream type. The range of variation in size and number of rings was shown
most clearly by the measurements of the 50 unselected 5-year-olds, which are tabu-
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lated in Table 17. The average number of rings was 18.4i the average length of the
.' . ;-. - 51.8...'

anterIOr radIUs was 120 mIlhmeters. These measurements are shghtly greater than

thoseJor the fingerling scales, which averaged ·15.3 rings and a radius of i~'g .milli

meters. As a rule the rings were very regularly spaced and unbroken, but there was
an occasional incidental check, which probably was formed at the time of planting.
In a few cases the typical stream and ocean growths were separated by a few rings
of intermediates. Nuclei of average, large, and small size are illustrated in Figures
44,46, and 47, respectively.

TABLE 17.-Chinook salmon marked at Bonneville hatchery dW'ing the fall of 1920, when allproxi
mately 13 months old, and recovered during the season of 1924

Scale record, first year
---~---------~-------------.----------------_._--_.

Number of rings

Length of anterior radiUS, in mll1imeters X 120 .......- ...--------------.------ .. '

11 12113 14 15 1(j 17 18 19 120 21 122 23 24 25 27 Total
-------_..._----------- - -- - - ---- - -- - ------ - - .- --.

~§i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~ -T ;;~; ;;~; ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ::~t~~ ~~:~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~-~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~
40-41."""._. ..•.. _, .. • •.•••••...•••• :.'. ---- --- ••• -, •• -- .. __ .___ 1 ---. - .. ... __ ._ 1
42-43 , __ . __ . , . -------- ...--------- 1 2 . 1 .-'. . . , .-.- ,4
44-45 "..... .___ 1 1 1 .___ 1 . __ • __ . :___ 4

~~~~=::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: __ ~_ --i- __:. -"2' :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: *
50-51. ._. ... __ .------.-•• ---.---.-~------ . ._ 1 .___ 2 1 1 _.' •.•, . __ .__ 552-53 __ . • -' .__ 1 . ·2 . .. 3

Ii::::[[~:::~:[[::::~::[::::[:::;::;;;[::::~;: :::: ~:::I[~~~ ;~~: ~~:: :::: ~i':I::':I;:':I;;l; ;~;; ::,: .~i~ ~~l~ ii,; [[,~ I
TotaL ._____ 1 I 51 1 1 2 4 51 41 7 I 4 9 1 2 2 1 1 -50

EXPERIMENT NO. 8.-,-LITTLE WHITE SALMON RIVER HATCHERY, JULY AND AUGUST,
1920

Eggs from: Little White Salmon River, 1919.
Reared and marked at: Little White Salmon River hatchery.

.Mark used: Removal of adipose fin and left -ventral fin.
Number marked: 24,000.
Liberated: In Little White Salmon River during July and August, 1920.
Age: Approximately 10 months.

A sample of 40 specimens preserved during the course of the marking averaO'es
. b

_49.6 mIllimeters (2 inches) in length. Their scales average 11~'; millimeters in radius

and have an average of 3.5 rings. (See Table 18.) A typical scale is illustrated in
Figure 48. This sample is represented by an unusually large proportion of males,
the male::; ~xceedin~ the femal(l13 nearly 3 to l. Thi13 uneven representation of seXe~
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could not be due to error in recognition of the sexes, as the gonads, though small,
are distinctly differentiated and independent determinations by the two authors
agree in every case.

TABLE 18-Chinook-salmon fingerlings marked at Little White Salmon River hatchery during July
and August, 1920

Scale record

Length, in millimeters (mid·value of class) Number of rings
Leugth of anterior radius, in

millimeters X 120 (mid
value of class)

Males Females Total

2 3 415 11 13 15 17 19 21 23
------_._._---,-._-_._--,----------~-------
42.5.................................................. 1 1 ........ 1 1........ .... 1 1 2
47.5...................................................... 5 7........ .... 4 5 2 1 10 2 12
52.5.................................................. 2 11 9 4.... 3 4 6 8 4 1 18 8 26

TotaL .

IAverage. __ ·· 1

3 17 16

3.5

4 1_-'-_4-'-_8-'-1_2-'-1_0.-'---'-_1_1_~ __~__40

16.2 I 49. 6 49. 6 49.6

The first returns from this experiment were reported during the season of 1923
when the fish were in their fourth year; 17 were reported from the commercial fishery
and 4 were secured in the parent tributary. During the season of 1924, 22 were
reported-14 from the commercial fishery, '1 from the parent tributary, and 1 from
the Big White Salmon River egg-taking station. The detailed data are given in
Table 19. The average lengths and weights are given in Table 20.

TABLE 19.-Chinook salmon marked at Little White Salmon River hatchery during the summer of
1920, when approximately 10 months old, and recovered during the seasons of 1923 and 1924

SCllle record, first year

Total TI~~t Total
first dental first
year check year

Dllte of capture l'lace of c,lptUl'll Hex

Length of ante'
Length Weight Number of rings rior radius, in

in in millimetersX 120
inches poundsl----;----I----,..---

T . first
Incl·

dental
check

------1-·_·-----------------1------------------ --.-
1923'

July3' LowerColumbis · _.. ·Malo 34 15.5 10 23 32 70
July 14' •....•.do _ _ _ _ _ do...•• 34.5 15 10 19 28 49

~Jr 11~~-__~::: ·si:iiig~siand::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::~~::::: . ~f M ·....·0· -·--·30· '''--24- """iii
Aug.W Lower Columbla._ _ _ Female. 24 30 5 24 18 66

~~~ U~~~~~~ J~~f~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~:~~~~~~~ ~~1r~~;;; i~ ~~ I! ~ ~i l~
Aug.20_ .. _._ Ocean ._ __ do..... 36.5 26 8 19 .21 47
Aug.20 LowerColumbia _ __ __ _ Female, 34 27.5 7 23 26 70

~~[ ~;;;;;; ~~~~\:~~~~~~;;;;;~;;;:;;;;~;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ~~~~~~:; ~. 75 i~ ~ ~i ~i U
!i~t~t::=:}£g~~~ec~f~~bla::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-:::I{:J~::::: U5 ~ 1~' ~ .~: 1~
~~~U~=:=::= Little Wblte Salmon River hatehery... ~~e.iJ·e: ~g: ~5 ~ ~ ~~ ~~
Sept. 28...... ..do..... 38.75 _ .

I These dates probably incorreot. Evidence from other sources has shown that obServer who reported tbem made otber errors.
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TABLE 19.-Ch~nook salmon marked at Little White Salmon River hatchery during the summer of
.' 1920, when approximately 10 months old, and recovered during the seasons of 1923 and 1924-Con.

Scale record, first year

Date of captl1l'e Place of capture Sex

Length of ante
Length Weight Number of rings rio~ radius, in

In In . mlllunetersXlOO
inches pounds------ ---.,.---

To first Total To first Total
Incl· first Incl· first

dental year dental
check check year

--_··_------------1---------------1-- - ------- -- ---------
1924:

1~it:::~:: _:;!;~S;;~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -:1~r~~;:: --::---- ---:~-.- Ig ~~ i? ~
Aug.9. • McGowan, Wash_. __ • Female _ 40 32 6 27 24 91

iU::::::~~Jllibt:·:::~~:t~: ·~!~:~J' .. l ;1 iiI
Aug, 19 McGowan. Wash • do 40 35 8 23 24 68

~e~·. ~L:::: ~~~tr~f~:~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -M~yc:::: --34---- ---32'-- ~~ ~~ ~~J. ....~~
Sept. 20______ (Felllale _ 43.5 7 28 28 92
Sept. 20 .__ Male____ 44 _.______ 6 19 21 52

~:~t ~~:::::: Little White Salmon River hatchery ._. • ~';lo~~e_: ~,25 ::::::::1-----12- :----32- -----31- -'---107
Sept.30______· __do _.__ 6 15 37 63
Oct.2_~______' __ do_.___ 41. 5 7 23 24 73
Oct. 6________ 'Wh't' __ do ._ 42 1 11 38 31 83
No date_._. __ Big I e Salmon Rlver ._._•• __ •• ._. • .1 7 28 28 92

I

TABLE 20.-Chinook salmon marked at Little White Salmon River hatchery during the summer of
1920, when approximately 10 months old, and recovered during the seasons of 1923 and 1924

Age Average length Average weight

Fourth year, 1923: .Males__ •• ••• __ ._ ••••••••_._._ •• • -_._. •• _. _
Females. • _••••• _. -- -_--. - -- - - -. - -_••.. -.... _. - --- •••• - --.. -- -.

.Fift~1:~_I~_2_:: •• • • •.. _. •_. _. _
Females • • _. --- - _._ - -- - __ •- -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - -- - - -- - - -- -- ----

Inches CentimeteTs
36.5 - 92.7
35.1 80.2

40.6 103.1
40.7 103.4

Pound.~
22.2
21. 7

39. 0
33.0

Kilograms
10.1
9.9

17.7
15.4

_____.__. ..C- '-- -'- _

One of the objects of this experiment was to determine at what time of year
the'salmon propagated at the Little White Salmon River hatchery pass through the
commercial fishing district on their spawning migration. The date of the earliest
reliable record of a recapture is August 2 and the latest recovery from the com

'mercial fishery is· September 17. The records of three that were reported as
taken. during July are believed to be incorrect, as the person who reported them is
known to have made other errors in reporting marked fish. The'period August 15
to 20, inclusive, during which nearly half of the recaptures reported from the
commercial fishery were taken, may be designated as the time of the height of the
run. ' A closed season for commercial fishing is responsible for tht\ltwk of recaptures
duriIig the period Augu8t 25 to September 10, .
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This was the first experiment in which any number of the adult marked fish
returned to the tributary in which they had been liberated as fingerlings. There
Itppears here to be some significance in the fact that the fingerlings were liberated
in their native tributary. In most of the other experiments the fingerlings wen!
liberated in a tributary other than that from which the eggs were secured. Even
in this experiment the homing was not perfect, as is shown by the' recovery of one
of the fish in the Big White Salmon River.

The nuclei of the scales of the adult fish from this experiment are of particular
interest because of their wide variation and the light these variations throw on the
interpretation of the scales of wild fish of unknown history. Scales with typical
stream and ocean nuclei, representing, respectively, migration to the ocean before the
scales are formed and after the first year's growth is completed, are identified easily
and offer no particular problems; but as the senior author has shown (Rich, 1920),
the seaward migration of chinooks in the Columbia is not confined to these two
periods but is distributed throughout the year. In view of this variation in the time
of migration one would expect to find corresponding variations in the scales, ranging
from the typical stream type to the typical ocean type, with transitional stages
having varying proportions of stream and ocean growth. A third possible variable in
the nature of the scale rings is to be expected as a result of the intermediate environ
ment of the estuary, under the influence of which the fish grow more rapidly than in
fresh water but not as rapidly as in the ocean. Such variations in the scales have
been observed. Gilbert draws attention to them in his first paper on the scales of the
Pacific salmon (Gilbert, 1913). The senior author, in extending the work of Gilbert
to a more comprehensive study of the chinook salmon of the Columbia River,
encountered such a wide range of variation in the nuclear types that he fonnd it neces
sary to make a careful study of the seaward migrants before continuing with the
study of adult scales. The study of the seaward migrants was necessarily confined
to the stream and estuary growth, and it was impossible to trace the growth and move
ment of particular individuals through their life in the ocean. This opportunity to
study the scales of mature fish of known age and early history is therefore of great
value.

The nuclei of the scales of all of the adult fish in this experiment have a central
portion of closely spaced rings, which is set off,from the remainder of the scales by an
incidental check formed by a slight narrowing of the rings or by contrast with the
wider rings immediately following. The cause of this check is- not evident. .Its
formation does not seem to have been coincidentwith marking or liberation, as the scales
of the fingerlings at the time of marking had 3 to 5 rings, whereas there were 5 to 13
rings when the check was formed. It is sufficient in this connection to note that this
incidental check is present in all cases and that the portion inclosed by it is typical of
stream growth. '

The area of the scale between this incidental check Rnd the first winter check
shows a wide range of variation. One extreme of variation is shown in Figure 49,
which illllstro,tes 0, sca,le in which the band following the incidentfl,lcheck consists of
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rings similar to those inclosed by it. These two bands, representing the entire first
year's growth, form a fairly typical streaill nucleus. The opposite extreme is illus
trated by Figure 50. Except for the small central portion of stream growth, this
scale is typical of the ocean type. The band following the first incidental check in
this case is more than twice the width of that in Figure 49, and the rings are spaced
more widely. This nucleus is fairly representative of a type very commonly found
among the chinook salmon of the Cohlmbia River and for which the term "composite
nucleus" is proposed. . This term will be used to designate nuclei comprised of both
stream and ocean growth.

Many intergrading stages of composite nuclei are found among the scales of this
collection. The transition from the typical stream type toward the ocean type is so
gradual as to make it impossible to divide the group of nuclei into two classes on the
basis of the presence or absence of ocean growth during the first year. Two nuclei
that fall about midway between the two extremes of variation are shown in Figures 51
and 52. Some of these intergradingstages probably involve estuary growth. A fish
may have spent a part of the first year in each of the three environments, or it may
have remained in the estuary during the latter part of the first year. A second
incidental check, which is to be found in many of the nuclei, may represent the
change from the stream to the estuary or from the estuary to the ocean.

Typical scales of adult fish in their fourth and fifth years are shown in Figures
53 and 54. These also show further variations in the composite type of nucleus.

Returning now to a consideration of the scales of the mature fish in experiment
No.3 we find nucleisiInilar to some of those in this collection. Eight adult fish were
recaptured, the scales of all of which have a central area that unquestionably is
stream growth. In all but one this area appears to represent nearly the entire first
year's growth but is not terminated by the winter check, which usually is found at the
margin of the stream type of nucleus. (See figs. 14 to 18.) This condition, combined
with the presence of rings of only moderate width surrounding the stream growth

I suggests that the fish may have entered the ocean or at least the estuary before the
winter check was formed. The check at the twenty-third ring in Figures 17 and 18
may represent the winter check in. that scale. In the others the boundary of the
first year's growth is not shown definitely.

The stream growth in seven of these.is broken by an incidental check at the fifth
to sev,enth rings. (See.Table 4 and figs. 14 to 18.) The area'inclosed by this check
evidently repl'esentsthe margin of the scale at the time the fish were marked and
liberated.

In the eighth scale of this collection (fig. 19) the stream growth extends only to
a point corresponding to the first incidental check in the other seven. From this
point the rings widen gradually into the second year's growth, leaving no mark to
indicate the termination of the first year's growth. This nucleus is more typically
a composite type than are the other seven.
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EXPERIMENT NO. 9.-BONNEVILLE HATCHERY,SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER, 1921

Eggs from: McKenzie River, 1920.
Reared and marked at: Bonneville hatchery.
Mark used: Removal of adipose fin and both ventral fins.
Number marked: 50,000.
Liberated: In Tanner Creek during September -and October, 1921.
Age: Approximately 13 months.

A sample of 50 fingerlings preserved on August 24, 1921, averages 93.3 mill~

meters (3.7 inches) in length, The average number of rings on the scales is 13.1,

and the average length of the anterior radius of the scales is 4132~ millimeters. (See

table 21.) An incidental check at 6 to 10 rings from the center is to be found in about
half of the scales (see fig. 55); in others (see fig. 56) there is a slight crowding of the
rings, which is not sufficiently pronounced to be termed a check.

TABLE 2l.-Chinook-salmon fingerlings marked at Bonneville hatchery August 24, 1921

Scale record

Length in mlllimeters (mid·value of Number of rings Length of anterior radius, in millimeters Males mFaele's Total
class) X 120 (mid-value of class)

----------------- ----- -- - - ----- -- --------- ------_._---
72.5_.. • .... _. ._.. ..... __ 1 1 • 1 • 1 • ._ __ __ __ __ __ 2 2

~?t=================================:i _! ~:~:i:i -~ =: -t:::: ~~:i:~:~ -t _~ ~~:~:~:i:t:: -t:= =::: I ~ If

m~:~=~=[~~[[:[:[=::·~:~~~[~~~.[:[[ [..:~~ .: :; :1J;~ :i ;~ [[ [. [. [~ :~I~~ ;: ;; :l!:' :~ :11:1;; .l:i;, =1.---'.....!.. 1
TotaL. __ • 135341oll,3731111-i2635!3251417213~-UW

-----
Average._ .. .. 13.1 43.9 95.3 91.0 93.3

The returns from this experiment are represented by three 4-year-olds recovered
during 1924, thirty-three 5-year-olds recovered during 1925, and six 6-year-olds
recovered during 1926. The detailed data regarding these recoveries are given in
Table 22. The 5-year-old males average 31.3 inches (79.6 centimeters) in length and
30 pounds (13.6 kilograms) in weight. The females of that age ave~age 34.3 inches
(87.1 centimeters) in length and 19.5 pounds (8.9 kilograms) in weight. The 4-year
oIds and 6-year-olds are represented by too few individuals to give reliable averages.
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TABLE 22.-Chinook salmon marked at Bonneville hatchery durinv.th~fall of 1921, when approximately
13 months old, and recovered during the seasons of 1924, 1925, and 1926

Scale record first
year

Date of capture Place of capture Sex
Length,

In
Inches

Weight,
in

pounds Number
of

rings

Length
of

anterior
radius in

mllll·
meters X

120
----.---- 1------------------1----[-------------

17 54
17 53
26 73

19 51
15 56
19 54
13 39
14 51
14 44

-------22- --------66
22 54
20 59
14 44
13 39
21 00
19 42
20 62
17 56
22 59
14 47
18 54
21 60
18 48
17 53

-------20' -·------60
17 53
20 51
21 56
21 51

37 17 53
32 19 63

~~ -------27· --------7i
24 18 57
23.5 18 50

42
37
35
41
36.5
37

1926:February Clatskanie, Oreg " .----. __

~:~ ~:::::::::: :::: -~~~~~:~~ -~~~~~:~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::
May 5 ••••• _••• Cascade LOcks _•• ._. __ • Female•••

~:~M::::::::::::: _~l!~~g:~~.~~~.r!..~:==::::::::::=:::=::: :::::::: -M~Ye:_::::

1924:
May 6·· Warrendale_. •__ ._ ... ... _... ... _... . Male.._... 25.75 13

~:~ ~E::::::::::: ~:~;~~J:~n~~Kner~;--::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::g~:::::: ....~~~~.. __..~~_ ...
1925:

~:tt~~~~~~~~~~·~~~ :~:~it;~:~~;.=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :~~~~~.:~~I __ ._~~~~ ~~_ ...
Do • ·St. Helens. ._•• _...... ...---- .. do. • 35.5 8.5
Do..... .. .do. ... • ..do ._ 27.25 30.25
Do_._._ ••• ... Rainier •• •__ .. do __ .... 35 15

~~:::::::::::::: .~I!~~g:~~_~~~~_e:~._::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -M~ye.~:::: ~~ i~. 5
Do. . .. Bonnevllle. __ • .. •__ : ••• •. _ Female__ • 37.5 17.5

Ma~~-_::::::::::::: ~f~~~rt~~~~~i_y:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::g~:::::: ~g ~~: ~
Do. c Bonnevllle. __ •__ •• ._. • ... ._ .. _ Male.. • 32.75 11.25

May fL.____________ EJlsworth cannery_. •.. __ .. • do_. 36.5 27.75

~~:::::::~:::::: _~~_rJ~~~~~~.c::~~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ~g. 5 g
Ma~80.::::::::::::: ~g~Ii5'~I~s~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: We~~ie::: ~~ ~
May 11.' Warrendale cannery ._.. ._. __ •. _ .. _do______ 38 18
May 12_ __ __ EJlsworth cannery ...... • do.. . 32.5 20
May 16 .• ._._do••• • ._ __ .. _ __do __ •. __ 37 26
May 2Il •• .. Bonneville cannery __ ... __ .. _. .•.• Male_.. 23.5 14.5

JUnP2~·:::::::::::::_~~~d~~~~~~~~.~~~:::__.:::::::::::::::::::::::::: -Femaii;::: ~~ ~g
June 18.._.. iM~~I~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-M~k.:::: ~g 9

, Pillar Rock cannery •••• .. do.. 38 22
EJlsworth cannery . • .. do______ 22 17

Date or capture not Warrendale cannery•• _ .• • Female... 37 19 """ ••••. _••••••••
reported.• do__________________________________________ 37.5 21 .. __ __

••••do. __ ••.•. .. •• ••• - .•.• __ •__ •__ .••••••••• -22- 56
•• __do.. c • : Ma1e 37 21 .. _. • •
•__ .do. 44 34 -23- ---- 56

As in all other experiments with chinook salmon of the spring run, these adults
entered fresh water during the early part of the season. They returned to the Colum
bia River but not to the tributary in which they were liberated. One of the 6-year
olds was taken in February. This is additional evidence that the marked spring
chinooks start their spawning migration some time before the commercial fishing
season opens on May 1.

The scales of the, .a:dult fish have typical stream nuclei surrounded by ocean
growth, which is divided by distinct annual checks into the expected number of
summer bands. The margins of many of the scales have been absorbed, but enough
of the scale remains in every case to show that the fish is of the correct age. The scale
of' a 5-year-old (shown in fig. 60) illustrates well the extent of absorption. As an
illustration of the scale of a fish in its sixth year, one from the fish caught in February
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has been selected. (See fig. 61.) It will be noted here that the winter check of the
fifth year is represented by only a slight narrowing of the marginal rings and that no
new growth of the sixth year is present.

The scales of one of the fish recovered during 1924 are very unusual. One of
them is shown in Figure 58. The nucleus of this scale is the largest in the collection,
and the radius of the scale to the second winter check is unusually small. This makes
the second year's growth appear extremely slight. The cause of such unusual growth
proportions is unknown. It is possible that this fish remained in fresh water for a
part of the second year, in which case the nucleus would represent more than the
first year. A more typical scale of a fish in its fourth year is shown in Figure 57.

This experiment is nearly an exact duplicate of experiment No.7. Both involved
the progeny of the spring run of chinooks that spawn in the headwaters of the Willa
mette River. The fingerlings in both cases were reared at Bonneville and liberated
at approximately the same time of the year. The fingerlings preserved in experiment
No.7 are slightly larger than those in experiment No.9, but this difference may
well be due to the difference of about six weeks in the dates on which the samples were
preserved. The size of the fish at the end of the first year, as shown by the size of
the nuclei, was nearly identical.

The number of returns from these experiments, however, differs widely. The
recoveries from experiment No. 7 represent 0.39 per cent of the fingerlings marked,
whereas only 0.08 per cent (less than one-fourth as many) were recovered from
experiment No.9. No satisfactory explanation for this difference has been suggested.
It could not have been due to a failure of our data to be representative of the actual
returns. This may be seen by comparing the returns from the two experiments dur
ing the season of 1925. The 5-year-olds that returned from experiment No. 9 were
nearly equaled by the 6-year-olds in experiment No.7, whereas invarfably a much
larger proportion of fish from any brood mature during their fifth year than during
the sixth. These two groups of fish were running simultaneously, and there is no
reason to believe that the cannery employees and others who were searching for
marked salmon selected one mark in preference to the other. .

EXPERIMENT NO. 10.-BONNEVILLE HATCHERY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER, 1922

Eggs: McKenzie and Santiam Rivers, 1921.
Reared and marked at: Bonneville hatchery.
Mark used: Removal of adipose fin and right ventral fin.
Number marked: 100,000.
Liberated: In Tanner Creek during August and September, 1922.
Age: Approximately 12 months.

A sample of .25. of the fingerlings preserved on August 28, 1922, averages 76
millimeters (3 inches) in length. Their scales have an average of 11.6 rings and an

averag~ anterior radius bf~~'5 millimeters.. The scales of all but two of the finger

lings show an incidental check about 7 rings from the center.. 'rl;1e incidep.tal:check
is followed typically by 3 to 5 rings, which stand out as distinctly heavier I;I.ndmo,re
widely spaced than those preceding the check. (See fig. 62.) The length and ~cale
data are given in Table 23.
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TABLE 23.-Chinook-salmon fingerlings marked at Bonneville hatchery August !d8, 1922

Number of ringsLength, in millimeters (mid
value of class)

Scale record I

Length of anterior radius, in mll1lm;~::-\Males mFaele·.s Total
X 120 (mid·value of class)

1-,---,--.,--,--,--- ,---,-,-,---,--,-----,c----,---,-I

9 will ~ H U ~. ~ U ~ ~ ~I~ ~I
___~_.~ ~ 1_- , .

. I I I
62.5•• __ • __._._. • .1__ .__ 21 1 - •• -. ----. -----1 1 --.-. 2 ----- ----- -1- ---'-11---.--. 3 367.5 • • •• • ._ .____ 3 1 • • ••• • 2 1 1 •• • __ • 4 4

~~~j~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :::~: :::~::-.-~- r :::~: ~~~!t~~~ :::~: :::~: r :::~: :::~:I:::i: ;;;~;I ~ ..._J i
,,·--:~::::::::::::::::r=;:,:,:--+=;:~:'i~~~-5ri~I~=i=21

Returns from this experiment were obtained during the years 1924 to 1927, when
the fish were in their third, fourth, fifth, and sixth years. The 3-year class is repre
sented by 1 recovery, the fourth by 4 recoveries, the fifth by 39, and the sixth by 31.
The data relating to these recoveries are given in Table 24.

TABLE 24.-Chinook-salmon fingerlings marked at Bonneville hatchery during the fall of 1922, when
approximately 12 months old, and recovered during the seasons of 1924-, 1925, and 1926

Scale record, first year

Date of capture Place of capture Sex
Length, Weight,

in in
inches pounds

Number of
rings

Length of an
terior radius,
in millimeters

X120

Stream Inter· Stream T I
'"'owth medi· ....owth ota
to· ates to·

-------[-------'------------,._------------
52

o
o
o
o

43

42
-t4
74
60

4

o
o
o
o

13

20
16
28
25

-"--is- ------ii· --'--5ii- ·-----;;i
18 1Z 54 I 87
20. 5 53 74

:::::~~: ::::::~: :::::~~f::::~~
-....i5- ------;;. -----64- ------75

18 4 59 72
16 4 39 50
17 7 42 63
18 5 59 72
18 6 66 7Z
16 5 50 ~

14 5 42 56
13 6 36 50
12 5 89 56
16 11 44 69
17 6 56 72
15 5 45 57
16 0 48 0

3

---isX :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::17.5 __ •••••• • • •
14
24
21

';20
17
33
39
24
15.5
15
19
25
22
21
24
27
14
19.5
18
17.5
18
25.5
~

Bonneville •__ • ._. • __do • • _
Cascade Locks • do_____ 25 9
Astoria • •• •__ Female__ 28.25 10.5
Warrendale cannery , do.____ 40 B5

1924: May B•• •__ The Dalles • • • ~ ._. __ •• __ Male__ ._ 18
1925:May 1. ._

May 11 • _
May 15_ •• •
No date ••• _

1926:May 1. • Ellsworth cannery • • ._. •. _.___ 39
May 3__ • • do • •• __ • ._._. • •• __ • 32.5

Do__ ._•• __ •__ •• do. • • •_ Female__ 35
Do. •__ _ Rainier __ • _•• • • • . .___ Male • 38
Do_•• ._, .___ Ellsworth oannery •• •• ._ :Female:: B7.5

..::~t~~~~~~~~~~~~l~;~!~~~~f~e~y.~~~~~~~~;~;~; ..~-~~~~;;;~.~ ~;~~;::~~~~ !~
Do • • • do • • ._. ••• • _._ •• • 40
Do_••• .~ :do • •__ ~_:_ •• :. Female__ 35.5
Do •__ • Warrendale cannery__• • .__ Male•• __ 34.5
Do_. ._: __ : __.do_. • •__ •__ •• __: : __ •• ._, Female" 34
Do_. _•••• do ... • -~- •• .-- --. _._do • 36
Do._. , ••• EllSworth cannery. ••• __ •__ ._ ••• __ : •• ,._do.__._ B7
Do •••_ Cascade Looks •• .••• •__ •__ ••_. __ .do__••_ 37

May 6__ .,__ ••_: Warrendale cannery_:. __ .,.: : ... • Male••_: 84
Do • Ellsworth cannery_. •__ • do_____ 33
Do.. _•• Warrendale cannery_•• :do:••__ 38

May 7. .________ Ellsworth cannery. .• F'emale.. 32
Do._••• •__ : _, ••_do •••• •• .'__'__ ~ • ,Male____ ~.·5

May 8. •• ....do • • • •__..._. do ._ 28.5
: . Do_.' •__ .. Warrendale cannery • • .: ._ ._.do.:.__ 34
May 10 • ._do_. • • • do•••_. 36
May 11 •••"_._ Casoade Looks. __..... •• _:_. • • Female__ 38.75

Do••••• Ellsworth cannery_. ••_. Male____ 38

105107-29-3
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TABLE 24.-Chinook-salmon fingerlings marked at Bonneville hatchery during the fall of 1922, when
approximately 12 months old, and recovered during the seasons of 1924, 1925, and 1926-Contd.

Scale record, first year

Dote of capture Place of capture Sex
Length, Weight,

in in
inches pounds

Number of
rings

Length of an
terior radius,
in millimeters

X120

Stream ~~~~: Stream Tottll
growth ates growth

1926-Continued.
May 15 Ellsworth cannery Female__ 32 17 14 0 38 0
May 16-22 Dixon Entrance, sonthea..tern Alaska do 36 19 17 6 44 62
May 17 The Dalles Male 38.5 _
May 25 Ellsworth callnery Female__ 28 18 II 4 29 36
June 4 do do_____ 34 21 12 8 36 54
JUlie 8 do Male____ 40 36 10 8 48 72

Do do . 1 Female__ 36 24.5 21 I 2 50 I fiG
Sept. 23 Warrendale cannery do 36 23.5 22 10 63 113

, [EllSworth cannery Male____ 31 17 17

1

0 44 g

,m~;;d~' •••••••••••l:~~;~;~~!: •••••••••••••••••••••~; •..~ !;...••••::::1:••.•:••.••.~••..••..:
Ma~I.;_3_-_~~:::::::: _~_a~J~~~~:~_c_~~~~~:_-:::::::::::::::::::::: -Maio:::: --45---- ---40--- gig ~~ 4g
~~t)1~i: :~:::::::: :~l~~~~it:li:~~~~:e:;i :~:::::: ::::::::: :~:: ::: :::~:::::: :~: ::::: : :::~::: --- - -~~-I--- ---~------~~- -------~

Do do_____________________________________ 15 4 41 48
Moy8 do_____________________________________ 17 4 50 (i3

Do do_____________________________________ 17 6 54 (i8
Do . do . __ .__________ 15 11 42 74

May 0 do_____________________________________ 19 6 54 71
Do do .__________________________ 12 0 41 0

Ma~I~9-~-~~~;~-~;;~ ~~~[~i~~mr~1E?~-~~~;;:;·;:~~);~;;;; :;E~m; --!!---- ---~r- If_i j ~~.I ~~
g~f i~~~-~~~~~~~~~ :~J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~]:~~jl~~~~~ ::~~.:~:: :::~~::: :::::?i: ::::::~: :::::~i::I::::::~g
May 13 . Ellsworth cannery __ · I ..._... 14 8 30 48
May 16 Astoria . Male . 14 7 35 50

~:~nE··~~{fBi:l~;:.~~jj~~~~HJI-:~~:H:: E::::I::~~::~; -----trl-----l-----m------;~
.Tune 21.. 'rhe Dalles Female__ 39.5 24 14 0 451 0
July 5 Warrendale cannery do_____ 39 24 15 4 44 58

One of the 5-year-olds was caught by troll in the ocean off the coast of south
eastern Alaska, approximately 600 miles from the mouth of the Columbia River.
'I:his record is of much interest, because it corroborates data obtained from other
sources showing that salmon travel great distances in the ocean. The tagging of
adult salmon caught by troll in the ocean has shown that chinooks found as far north
as Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia, may later enter the Columbia River
(Williamson, 1927). This record extends the known range of the Columbia River
chinooks to include southeastern Alaska.

In this experiment we find, for the sixth time, the progeny of the spring run of
salmon entering fresh water on their spawning migration at a definite and regular
time of the year. As in the other similar experiments, the majority of the recoveries
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were reported during the first week of the commercial fishing season. Only 14 of the
75 recoveries were made after the middle of May.

One of the 6-year-olds, which was caught on September 23, represents an excep
tion to .this rule. As only one other exception was found, this record has been
checked carefully to determine if it is authentic. The scars were found to be typical
of those produced by marking, and no reason for questioning any part of the data
presented itself. The nuclei of the scales from this fish do not agree exactly with
those of the other fish recovered from this experiment; but the record could not be
invalidated on this score, because the nuclei in the collection show a wide range of
variation, one extreme of which might be represented by the scale in question. The
age indicated by the scales is correct.

Three possible explanations for the irregularity of this record might be sug
gested: 1. It may be an authentic exception to the rule that the progeny of the spring
run return in the spring. 2. The fingerling from which this fish developed may have
been one from the fall run of chinooks that by accident became mixed with the
spring chinooks at the hatchery. 3. The fish may have lost the fins by some other
means. As there is no evidence that the second or third possibility is true, the first
must be accepted tentatively.

One of the 5-year-olds returned to Tanner Creek and was recovered in the
spillway from the hatchery ponds in which it was reared as a fingerling. This is the
fourth of the marked spring chinooks that has returned to the tributary in which
it was liberated. '

The nuclei of the scales of the adult fish in this collection are more variable than
those of any other marked spring chinooks. Most of the variat,ions may be grouped
into a single general type, however. In this general type the nucleus consists pre
dominatelyof stream growth surrounded by a narrow band of intermediates. (See
Table 24.) The presence of the band of intermediates at the end of the first year
typically results in a gradual transition in the nature of the rings and obscures the
points of demarcation, both between the stream and intermediate growth and
between the intermediate and ocean growth. The scale shown in Figure 63 is a good
example of this condition. A scale with the three types of growth more clearly
differentiated is illustrated in Figure 64. In some cases the intermediates are dis
tinctly differentiated from the ocean growth but closely resemble the rings of stream
growth. A scale of this nature is illustrated in Figure 65. Without a series of
scales with which to compare it, this nucleus might be considered as a pure stream
type.

The band of intermediates varies in width from a maximum of 12 rings, as shown
in Figure 66, to none, as shown in Figure 67. Figures 63 and 64 show more average
widths. The apparent absence of intermediates in some cases may he due to a lack
of contrast between them and the rings of stream or ocean growth. It is especially
difficult to distinguish the intermediates when they are only 1, 2, or 3 in number.
An extremely wide band of intermediates combined with a slight contrast between the
stream and intermediate growths gives the nucleus in Figure 66 the appearance of an .
ocean type, and it is possible that the outer rings of this nucleus actually were formed
in the ocean. If this be the case, the nucleus should be classed as a composite type.
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, 'The stream growth shown on these scales generally is divided into two parts
by an incidental check, the inner of which corresponds to a similar portion observed
on· the scales of the fingerlings.

The 'presence of .the band of intermediates within the nucleus of these' scales
ihdicates that the fish migrated, at least to the estuary, during their first y'ear., Spring
chinooks normally remain in the stream for their entire first year, and it is believed
that the probable reason for these fish leaving fresh water before that time was
the unfavorable nature of conditions in Tanner Creek, where the fingerlings were
liberated. It would be irripossible for this small creek to support the large numbers of
fingerlings that are liberated in it each year from the hatchery. Similar conditions
and scale peculiarities were found in experiment No. .5. Intermediate rings have
not been found among the other marked spring chinooks, probably because they were
liberated at about the end of the growing season.

Typical scales of mature fish in their third, fourth, and fifth years are shown in
Figures 68, 69, and 70.

.EXPERIMENT NO. ll.-KLASKANINE HATCHERY, AUGUST, 1922

Eggs from: Willamette River system, 1921.
Reared and marked at: Klaskanine hatchery.
MOrrk used: Removal of ad~pose fin and dorsal fip.
Number marked: 50,000.
Liberated: In KlaskanineRiver during August, 1922.
Age: Approximately 10 months.

An unselected sample of 20 fingerlings preserved on August is, 1922, averages
73..5 millimeters in length. The anterior radius of 'the sdales of these fish averages

~~.g millimeters in length. The average number of rings is 9.8. All but two ~f
the scales have an incidental check, which incloses 5 to 9 rings and is followed by
l'to 5 more widely spaced rings. The size and scale data are given in Table 25.
Atypicafscale is illustrat.ed iri. Figure 71.

TABLE 25.-0hinook-salmon fingerlings marked at Klaskanine hatchery August 18, 1922

~====="'T==---~

Scale record

,Length, In mllllUleters (mld·value or class) Number or rings Length or anterior radius, In mllli· M I Fe· T I
'meters X 120 (mld.value of class) a es males ota

"'_'_~'~~__~ .~ T9-!~_1;1'1; .::.~~~I!~J:~ ~~ ~~ ._. . _
~i:~~~~~~~~,j:~::~~!:~~~~!~!~: !~: :!~~:~!~!:i::;: T::;: ::i: :'1: ':1'+::/:~:I::;: ~~i: ~~~: ~~:" '1', '!
i~t:::::::~;::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::~: :::: --~- ~~~~,:::: :::: ::~: ~:~: :::: :::: ~~~~ ::i: ~~~: l._~,.~ ....:J'

'rqtal••_•._•••_'*•••. ,_,._~ ... __ ._...5-4-~~ala-;5~-:l-;-;-1 -1 10 10 20

.' . Avel'jlge••••"••~ •. ••.;•.•••-.-....... 9.8:· 31.0 70.2 71.8 73.0,

.-----------------------'---------'-------~-------------
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Only one adult fish that could be identified as belonging to this experiment
has been recovered. This one, a 5-year-old, was found during the spring of 1926
in the spillway from the rearing ponds at the Klaskanirie hatchery. The scales of
this fish are absorbed at the margin, but at least a trace of the fourth winter check
is to be found at some points. The nucleus is of the composite typ'e.(See figs.
72 and 73.) The bands of stream and ocean growth in the nucleus are of about

equal widths, the combined radius being ~~b millimeter. At the margin of the

stream growth are five rings, which may be intermediates.
It is interesting to note that here, as in experiment No. 10, a spring chinook,

upon being liberated in a tributary that normally supports only a fall run, left
fresh water before the end of the first year. .

EXPERIMENT NO. 12.-BIG WHITE SALMON RIVER HATCHERY, MAY AND JUNE, 1923

Eggs from: Big White Salmon River and Spring Creek, 1922.
Reared and marked at: Big White Salmon River hatchery.
Mark used: Removal of adipose fin and left ventral fin.
Number .marked: 100,000.
Liberated: In Columbia River at Big White Sahnon River hatchery duriiJ.g May. and June, 192.3.
Age: Approximately 8 months., '

, ',.' 'l'he Big White Salmon River hatchery is situated at the mouth of a small creek
(Spring Creek) that empties into the Columbia River about 1 mile below the mouth
of the Big White Salmon River.. At this point the Columbia River ;is.paralleled
closely by a high cliff, and at the base of this cliff a large spring;breakaout and 'forms
a ElmaU c~'eek, which flows for only ,~ few hundred yards across asattd, bar to the
qolulllbia River. It is from this spring that the creek derives, its naine. By con..
,structiJ:lg adl1m across the moutho!' the creek a rearing pond for salmon fingerlings
was ,formed. The same pond is· used for holding adult salmon fro,m: the time. they
reach, the creek until they al'e ready to spawn. In its natural condition the creek
was not accessible to salmon and none were known to attempt ,to entedt,'butsinco
the, hatchery has been operated there a. thousan,d, or more adult chinooks. annually
attempt ,~o find .spawning grounds there, and their eggs are ,taken .for ,artificial
propagation. ,No attempt is mlj.deto keep the eggs take:q.in Spring Creek separate
frQm ~hosetak,en in the Big White Salmon River. As ~resultthe fingerlings ,marked
in this ,c,'lxperiment developedJrom~ggs taken at both places.. '"

.' 'I'll£} firsAfe:w thousand: ;ma~kedfingerlings were liberated iin, Spring .Cteek; but
at the mouth of the creek theYi:wwe':atta.ckeq"by. predatory, fishes (probably ,the
squawfish, Ptychocheilus oregone'fl,Sis), :which congregated, there in large ..numberS,
presumably attracted by food drj,:fting,out,from the pond and .occasi.onalifingerlings
that escaped from the hatchery. The rest of the marked fingerlings were carried
to a little cove in the Columbia about 100 yards below the mouth of the creek,
where apparently they were not molested by predatory fishes.

A sample of 50 fingerlings preserved on June 12, 1923, averages 52.2 millimeters
(2 inches) in length. Their scales have an average of 5.9 rings and an average anterior

radius of ~~'g millimeters. A typical scale is illustrated in Figure 74. The detailed

data are given in Table 26.
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TABLE 26.-Chinook-salmon fingerlings marked at Big Wh1:te Salmon River hatchery .Tunc 12, 1923

Scale record

Length, in millimeters (mid·value of
class)

Numher or rings Length of anterior radius, in milli· Fe· I
meters X120 (mid·value or class) Males maies Tota

____________1__3 ~~~_7__8_~~~~~~~I~ ~~. ~ _
42.5..................................... 1 1 1 1 2 2
47.5 1 2 5 3 1 1 2 3 4 2 _ 7 5 12
52.5..................................... 5 10 5 ,... 2 7 5 3 1 1 1 13 7 20
57.5..................................... 1 8 4 2 1 2 5 1 2 3 1 8 7 15
62.5 _ _. "" 1 ,.. 1 1 ..•.... 1

Total._ -2-2122110-3'-1-1-612,14--:;-3-4 -3-1---;;) 21 50

Average _.•_ _.......... 5.9 20.6 52.3 51. 0 52.2

This experiment has produced a greater number of returns than any other
experiment with chinook sa.lmon. A total of 453 fish (0.45 per cent of the number
liberated a.s fingerlings) has been recovered. Four that matured during their second
year were taken near Astoria during August, 1924. Sixty-two 3-year-olds were
taken in the commercial fishery during the season of 1925; an additional 25 returned
to Spring Creek that season, and 1 ran into the Big White Salmon River. Ten of
those reported from the commercial fishery were taken by troll in the ocean. During
the season of 1926 two hundred and seventy-one 4~year-olds were recovered-230
in the main Columbia River, 5 in the ocean, 33 in Spring Creek, and 1 in each of three
tributaries that empty into the Columbia not far from the mouth of Spring Creek.
Five-year-olds recovered during the season of 1927 totaled 90; 66 were reported from
the commercial fishery and 24 ran into Spring Creek. One 'also was reported from
the Little White Salmon River egg-taking station, but as the scars showing which
fins were lacking were not preserved this report is not presented as a valid record of
the recovery of a marked fish. A few 6-year-olds from this experiment may be
recovered during the season of 1928.

Nearly all of the adult fish recovered from the commercial fishery were found
after .they had reached the canneries. As a result it was generally impossible to
determine just where the. fish were caught. As the recoveries for which the exact
place of capture was reported are too few to be of any significance, the data from the
commercial fishery have been grouped into three general Iocalities-(1) the ocean,
(2) the lower Columbia, which includes from the mouth of the river to Vancouver,
Wash.; and (3) the upper Columbia, including the portion of the main Columbia
from Vancouver to the upper limit of the commercial-fishing district. The recoveries
are tabulated according to place and date of capture in Table 27.
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TABL8 27.·--Chinook sqlmon marked at Big White Sal'mon Rivcr hatchery during the spring of 1.923,
when approximately 8 months old, and recovered during the seasons of 1924, 1.925, and 1926

I'lace and date of capture '1l12~ 1925' "1926' 1927 Place and date of capture 1924 1925 1926 1927

Ocean: 1------ Lower Columbia-Continued. ---- --.

ffiff li~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t~~~~ ::::~: ::::i: :::::i ~~:;~~:.:~::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::~: -"i~' ~";i
1~i: t::::::::::::::::::::::::t::::l::::~: '''T :::::: upperT~:;::~i-~;""""""""'" = 37 183 56

~!!!:/::::[;;::::[;;:[;::;;I[;:::: •••,;.•:::1: :~~:~1 ' 1!llll=::)[::::[:!:[[[:::::::::: :![:[:I....1. i.....1
Lew;~n~Ol~_~.~~~:._ _ _.... '1 ....•.....•. 1

1

lin iE~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~::::: ::::::I:::;:J ·::·:1
Aug. 2.•. __ •. __ __ •.. _.. _..... 2 __ _..... No date _ __ _ 2 ..
Aug. 4_._ __ _. __ •. _._ __ .. _..... I --------
Aug. 6 __ ._ _._ _ _. I ._.... TotaL _. __ _ 15 47 7

Aug. 2L. ._ _._ ••• __ __ . '_"'_ 5 1 Oct. L __ .. _ _ _..... 17 .. _ ..
Aug. 22.... __ • __ ._ 1 3 1 2 Oct. 2. ._ _ _•.••.. _ _.,.. D .. 13
Aug. 23.. __ .• __ • .. __ ._ . .. 7 1 Oct. 4. . .•. _ _ __ __ .. __ .___ 2 ..
Aug. 24••_. __ •__ ._ •.•••••_••••_.. 2 7 3 Oct. D_ •• _ __ •• _ 2 '_"_' _.
Aug. 251. • ._. __ •• _. __ .____ 1 3 15 6 Oct. 6 • __ •.••_._. __ •• _••• 2 • •• _
Aug. 29. • ••• ._•• __ ._.. '1 __..._ ...... Oct. 7 • _ .. 1 D • __ •• _
Sept. 2_ _.•__ . __ •.. "'_" .. __ .. 21 Oct. 8 __ ._ __ _•. •. _..•_ ._._._ .•• _.. 2
Sept. 10 • __ . . _. _.. __ . '" 3 3 Oct. 11 ._... .. • I ... __ •
Sopt. 11_••.... __ .• _.. __ .___ 2 21 3 No date __ ..•.... _. __ ••. __ .. 3 3
Sept.12_ _. ~ 4 17 6 --.------
Hept. 13•• __ _ _..... 16 1 TotaL _._ .. _ __ 25 33 24
Hept.l4 __ . -.---. ...... 8 =1==='=
~m: it::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ! 1~ Big i~J!~~:~~~:~~~:~~~~~::::::::::::::::::: ::.. ~_ -'--i' ::::~
Sept. 18_..... _••_••••. __ •__ ...... _"'''' --.... 1 I
Sept. 20••_. •• __ .•.•• •• __ •. _ '_"" 5 'rotaL 1 1 ••._••
Sept. 21....__ __ ...... •• __ -- 1 2 Lit.t.Ie White Salmon River: Sept. 20. _ " .• _.-:;:;: 1 ......Sept. 23••_•• _._ __ • •• __ ._. __ 1
Sept. 25._ __ __ .. __ .• __ .•.. 1 __ Tanner Crook: No date _. __ =-=-':I=-=-': --1 =-=-.:

I A closod season for commercial fishing aecounts for the absence of reeords from the Columbia River during the period Aug. 25
to Sept. 10.

, The place of capture for this recovery was not reported. As it is from a cannery that handles a large quantity of troIl·caught
salmon, tWsftsh probably was caught in the ocean.

The length and weight data for the adult fish appear in Tables 28 and 29. Because
of the unreliability of measurements made by so large a number of persons as have
reported marked salmon, lengths and weights were not required during the season
of 1927. This accounts for the relatively few size data for that season,
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TABLE 28.-Chinook salmon marked at Big White Salmon River hatchery during the spring of 1923,
when approximately 8 months old, and recovered during the seasons of 1924, 1925, and 1928

Fl~~J:n Fish in their third Fish in their fourth Fish in their fifth
I,ength, in inches (mid.vll1ue of class) second year, 1925 year, 1926 year, 1927

year, 1924, I
males Mll1es Females Males Females Males Females

21.5 _ _....... 1 .
22.5 _................ 2 1 I.......... 1 .
2:i.6 " ~................... 2 i 2 .

~it::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ·....·~..·I f ··..·T·· ~ :::::::::: ::::::::::
27.5..................................................... 1 1 2 .
28.5 """"" 6 2 4 2. """.__ , .•••......
29.5..................................................... 7 2 3 1 __ .
30.5..................................................... .•........ 6 4 3 ..

~~:t======:====:=====::===::==========:====:===:===:======:==:==: : ""'T" ~ ~ =:==:===:= :===:==::=
~:t=====:=:========:==::==:======::====:==:=:=::==:=== ==:::==:=: ~ 1 g 1? ··..··T·
35.5 "'''''''' 7 23 2

i~t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::J===:==~=:= 1~ ~~ ••••••~... !
39.5 """"" 1.......... 10 10 140.5 .. .. .. _.._.. 10 2 2
41.5..................................................... ....•..... 4 3 1 2

:it:==:===:==========::===::::===::::=::=::::::=::====: :::=:==:=: =====:::== ===:==:::: ~ :::=:===:: ~... i
·l'otal..•...•...........••..•.•..•............•.•.. --3- --4-8-1.--14-- ---uo- ---w- --6- --24-
Average length __ 22.2 30.0 28.2 35.6 35.5 40.7 38.5

TABLE 29.-Chinook salmon marked at Big White Salmon River hatchery during the spring of 1923,
when approximately 8 months old, and recovered during the seasons of 1924, 1925, and 1928

Weight, in pounds (mld·vll1ue of class)

Fish in Fish in their third Fish In their fourth
S;~~~d year, 1925 year, 1926

year,1924, --------- ---....-....,---
males Males Females Males Females

_·__·_··------,-----------_·_-----·1--- .-_.-----------
5.5 cc c c 1 - 2 ""''''''

~t::==:==::::==::==::===========:======::=======::=::=====:===:==::==:: :==:= ~... 3 :=: :====:: ::=::=: :==8.5........................................................................... 1 .
10.5 · ••••••• ..·,· - """"" 1
11.5 ·........................ 2 2 2
12.5 ·........................ 4 2

~ii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ i I······i··· ~ , i··
~t~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~m~~~~~~m~~~~~~~m~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ m~~~~~~~ ···..·i···I~~~~~~i~~~ . I i
22.5 """"'''''''''' •.' ''''.•'''' __ '' """" ...•...•.. 8 7
23.5 "... •••••• 8 8
24.5.__ ...•....•. 1 9 11
25.5.......................................................................... .....•.... ,2

6
15

26.5 " __ .....•.... .. 5

~t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::;:::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::i:::::::::: ~ i
~~J::=:==:::=:::=::=.::=::::=::::===:=::====:=:::::::::=:=::::=:::::::::==:=: =::===:::: =::=:::=:: :::==:::=: .~ ,"~l
~it::=:=::::::::= :::=========:==:===:====:::====::=:=::::===:::====:==::===:: =::=:=::=: :==:===::: ::=::=::== g, ~l.
~~t::===::===::=:::=:=:=::::====::=:=::=:::::'=::c'=:====::::::::::::::::=:::= =:===::=== :::=:==::= =:===::==: i. ' .,. , .
38.5.......................................................................... 1 .

:gt::~~=t~;:~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::~ ~~~:~~~~:::~:::::::~~::::::::::~:~~~~: ::::::;:=: ::===;~: ::1:::=:~;:=: -J- ::::::~:=
Average weIght........................................................ 6.2 15.31 12.7 24.5 23.8

The recoveries reported by the fishermen who troll for salmon in the ocean
add to our meager knowledge of the movements of salmon in the ocean. Sixteen
of the 18 fish taken by this means were caught by trollers who operate out of the
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Columbia River ports. These records indicate that some of these fish were to be
found within a short distance of the mouth of the Columbia during the entire fishing
season of each year. Recoveries from this district range in date from May to Sep
tember. The two remaining records of recoveries in the ocean are from more remote
localities. Both are from the west coast of Vancouver Island-one from near
Barkley Sound, taken on August 6, 1926, the other from near Ucluelet, British
Columbia, taken on August 9, 1926. These two recoveries agree with data obtained
from tagging experiments in showing that fish that will enter the Columbia River
during the fall may be found only a short time before at a considerable distance
up the coast.

The data for the recoveries of 4-year-olds give the best indication of the time of
the spawning migration. Appearing first at the mouth of the Columbia River
during the first week of August, these fish increased in abundance up to August 25,
when a closed season for commercial fishing cut off our records.. When fishing was
resumed on Septemer 10 they were caught at the mouth of the river in even greater
numbers than during August, and they appeared for the first tme in the vicinity of
Cascade Locks. About the. middle of September the run began to drop off, and by
the 1st of October the fish disappeared completely from the commercial fishery.

The dates of recovery at Spring Creek give little indication of the time at which
the fish reach the creek, because most of them were not discovered until spawning
time. The hatchery records of the general run into Spring Creek nre more reliable
for this purpose. These records show that the majority of the fish enter the creek
during September. Starting early in the month, about half of the run has passed
by the 20th and only a few come in after the 1st of October. The fish are nearly
ready to spawn at the time they enter the' creek, but, in the absence of a gravel
bottom on which to spawn, they retain their eggs and sperm. This makes it possible
to delay the stripping process until most of the fish have matured. The bulk of the
eggs then are taken in one or two days. . This restricted egg-taking period accounts
for the bunching of recoveries at Spring Creek.

The data at hand indicate that most of the adult fish that escaped the com
mercial fishery returned to Spring Creek to spawn. Eighty-two were recovered in
that creek, and only four are known to have 'chosen other tributaries. The records
from the commercial fishery of the upper Columbia are such that it is impossible to
Cletermine whether the fish were caught. above or below the mouth of Spring Creek,
but none was reported definitely from above that point, and one of the best fishermen
from that region has reported that he searched for marked salmon but found none.
Although a few of the fish have gone astray, there can be no question that most of
them sought and, if not previously captured, found the very small tributary from
whence they came.

The scales of these adult marked fish present an interesting' series of composite
nuclei, which, when studied as a group, offer no problems to one who is familiar with
scales of this type. To the inexperienced observer, however, the many incidental
checks that characterize this type would constitute a perplexing problem. A scale
that is representative of this collection is illustrated in Figures 75 and 76. The inner
most 5 or 6 rings of this scale are slightly lighter and more closely spaced than those
immediately surrounding them. This portion of the scale corresponds exactly with
the entire scale of the fingerlings at the time of liberation. (See table 26 and fig. 74.)
At about 15 rings fromthecenter'a secondbl'eak in the continuity of the rings (an
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ineidcntal cheek) may be seen. Still a third break is to he found at :35 dngs. From
this point there is a gradual widening of the rings into the rings of rapid growth of
the second year. Following this second summer's growth is a band of closely sp!1eed
rings representing the second winter. This is followed in turn by the rapid growt,h of
the third summer, the third winter check, and finally by a narrow marginal band of
more widely spaced rings of the fourth summer. The last band and in some places
even the third winter check have been removed by absorption.

An inexperienced observer might find difficulty in determining which check on
this scale represents the first winter. If he decided upon the second check (at 15
rings), he would be forced to consider the third check (at 35 rings) as representing
the second winter. His interpretation then would be that the fish was in its fifth
rather than its fourth year. An experienced observer would not have this difficulty.
His interpretation would be based upon a knowledge of the general nature of the
different types of nuclei and the impression he gained from the appearance of the
whole scale, neither of whieh is deseribed easily. In this partieular ease the portion
of the scale inelosed by the second check does not resemble a stream nucleus and it is
too small to repre~ent 1m ocean nucleus. Futhermore, the band between the second
and third checks (in comparison to the other summer bands) is too narrow to represent
a second year's growth in the ocean. Even a relatively inexperienced person probably
would interpret correctly the age of this scale if he compared it with It series of scales
of the same general type.

TABLE 30.-Chinook salmon marked at Big White Salmon River hatchery during the spring of 1923,
when approximately 8 months old, and recovered during the seasons of 1924, 1925, and 1926

't

Scale record of first year's growth
---------~._-------~~-------_._--_._----

'1'0 first incidental check '1'0 second incidental check Total

L~~g~n:'.fxal~erl:iJ~~~I':;~ -Fish in I Fish in F1sb;-;;'~'ishi~ }:;;~hi~ F;~hi;-Fi;h-i~Fi;h;~I I,;isb-i~ Fish in I' Fish in }<'ish in
of class) their t,heir their their their their their their their their their their

second third fourth. fifth second third fourth fifth sccoud third fourth fifth
~"ear, year, year, year, year, year, year, year, year, :\rear, I ;year, year,
1924 192.5 1926 1927 1924 1l'~5 . 1926 1927 1924 1925 1926 1927

~~~i,m[[~:;[~·:~~~:j :;';!::~=il" ,... !! "'r' ,~:~':'~ ~iii ::::j::: ::::j::: ~[[~:~~: ::~:~:~'Ifii:~,~~ [::~~,~~

II~;i~ii ~i;j~;~; ~i~~; ~~~ ~j ~:j~i~:; ~~;~~ ~~ ~Ii~;;i~ii;~~:'~;; ~~,)1:,:",1" """, ,~,t" ~~~~~~~~I ;'::i".~ 1'='1:,~ :::::r:
g~:L:::::::::::::::::::::: =::::::: ::::::::1:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~ ~___ ~ l~ 1~
117.5 .. __ ._•.._. ._, ._"' __ • • • .._._._. ._. .. • .• 3 11 10 M
102.5_. • ,_,_ ••• __ • •• __ •• • • __ • • __ ., ••• "' __"_ , ._. •• __ • 6 8 ij
107.5._.__ • __ • ._.. __ ._ • ... , __ .• .._•.._. _._._ •. __._. .._. __ •..•._. __ •. __ ••• _.______ 7 .5 4
112.5 •• _. •• _•• , .•• _. • '__ ._._. ' __ " _._ ••• _. •• __ ._••• __ • 5 12 10

g~t::::::::::::::::::::·:: :::::::: ~::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::.~ ~ ~
127.5_•• • .• • __ ••. __ ._•._. __ ._.•__ • __ •. __ •••••• _. . __ .••.••_. "'__ '" _•...•._ ._ .. _._. 4 4 2
132.5••• ••. _..•_._. •. _. ._. • ._. . .. _._•. .• _•.. _. ._._._. 3 3 0
137.5._._••••• _••_._ .••.•..• _. •.• __"_'" ._ .•._.••••.••••.. _•..••••••__ . ••.• _••• _•.__ ._•.._. 2 1 1
142.5: •• __ • ._. __ ._. • • • __ ._._._.__ • ._._. • • • 6 1
147.5•.•. _•• _. __•.•_••••. ._... •• ._. .'_•• '. _._._._ •••• _._ ....•• ,._••.••_••__•. _••_. 2 • .••_.•.•
152.5_. • • ...•.• _._. ,_,_, __ , ._ ••_.••.. __ ._. • • . .••_.•_.•_.__ 1 _._. . __

Tota1. • --4---6-2 7_1_~__4 ---7-2---8-9---:go--4-1-7-2---11-6---80-

Average ••• _~.__ ._. 17.2 21.6 20.8 20.6 42.5 54.0 48.,9 49.5. 93.8 105.5 117.6 95.2
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TABi,JjJ 31.-Chin,ook salm.on m.arked at Big White Salmon River hatchery during ~he spring of 1923,

when approxunately 8 months old, and recovered during the season.~ of 1.924, 1.925, and 1926

---------- -------_._-----------
Scale record of first )'ear's growth

•
To first incidental check '1'0 second incidental cheek 'rotal

Number of rings
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
their their their their their their their their their their their their

second third fourth fifth second third fourth fifth second third fourth firth
year, year, year, year, year, year, year, year, year, year. year, j"ear,
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

---------1--- ----------------------------- ---
3___________________________ 2 1 __
4 ~______________ 1 1 4 -----3-- ===::: __ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::

Ij~~~!!-!!!~--:!I!~!!-!--! :::i':i_J 1__J_!!!:~~!! :!~::~:~:::::-:~[:::::~::~:: :mm~ :~~~~~~
11 1 T -----3-- -----3-- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::

m~~n~~:n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n~m ~m~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~n~~~r~~I~ It ~~ ~~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::
16 .__ 1 7 In 17 :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::
17 .__ JU 11 7 _

~t::::::::::::::::::::::::I:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~ l~l i :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::
2L_________________________ .1 2 -------- -------- ~
22 .____ 3 1 -----i-- :::::::: -----2-- 1 2
23 • "_____ 1 1 3 4 4
24__________________________ 1 Ii 5
25 .________________ -i-- -----i-- :::::::: :::::::: 7 3 3
26__________________________ 1 1 3 7 9
27__________________________ 1 1 1 2 6 3

4 5 10
8 12 7
7 15 8
575
5 12 4
543
5 2 11
Ii 2 2
323
2 3
1 2
2 11 _

'rotaL --4-1--62- --71- --08---4- -----.n -----;ro ----so --4- -72---g;}----SO
Average______________ Ii. Ii: 0.4 6.4 6. Ii 12.•1 17.0 16.1 16.0 28.2 30.5 29.2 29.3

I

These nuclei are complicated further by the presence of an incidental check in
the second year. This check may be seen in Figure 78. In this case the check is
not sufficiently pronounced to cause any trouble. Ordinarily it causes no trouble
in so far as age determination is concerned, but it may lead to some question as to
what point on the scale represents the end of the first year's growth. This is espe
cially true where the nucleus is poorly differentiated. The scale shown in Figures
79 and 80 gives difficulty on this score. If the check at 39 rings is the winter check,
this nucleus is among the largest in the collection, the second summer band is ex
tremely na.rrow, and the usual incidental check in the second year is absent. If,
however, the check at 23 rings is the first winter check, the nucleus falls at the lower
end of the range of size and the usual check formed at the time of liberation is lacking;
but the second summer band, with its incidental check, is typical of this collection.
The latter explanation appears to be the more logical.

Figures 81, 78, and 75 illustrate scales of fish that matured in their second I

third, and fourth years, respectively.
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EXPERIMENT NO. 13.-SALMON (IDAHO) HATCHERY, AUGUST, 1924

Eggs from: Little White Saimon River, 1923.
Reared and marked at: Salmon (Idaho) hatchery.
111ark used: Removal of both ventral fins and the adipose fin.
Number marked: 50,000. •
Liberated: In the Lemhi River on August 22, 1924.
Age: Approximately 11 months.

A sample of fingerlings preserved at the time the remainder were liberated

'11' . I h Th I . 22.2 '11' . d'averages 58.1 m1 lffieters 1~ engt , e sca es average T20 n11 1meters ill ra lUS

and have an average of 7.8 rings. The innermost three or four rings frequently
are conspicuously finer and more closely spaced than those nearer the periphery.
A typical scale from a fingerling of average size is shown. in Figure 82. The size
and scale data are tabulated in Table 32.

TABLE 32.-Chinook-salmon fingerlings marked at Salmon (Idaho) hatchm'Y August 22, 1924

=~~==~===========7=='=1=-~=.= ~_=~~~-s~le~~~~-·_--~=-==-::=_1-·~--I----==
Length in mm. (mid-value of class) i Number of rings I Length of anterior radius, in lllm. IMales ~'e- 'I' tol

47.5..~~:~.-:::..•• ~===~~~j_"}~-='=:'-: _~ !:I:-,x~--~~. :~f~"~"~,~- .._i~I~"': ~.~.
g~:g~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~==================~=:~:~:~' ~ --4' ~ '-i' --2' ..~. --2' ==== ~ -·i· ";j' "i'I"2' =~== ~ I ~ 1~
g~:L======:===================~~~~~~~~~~=~= ==== ~ ..~. ~ ..~. ==== ==== ..~.. ~ ==== ..:. ===~ ..~. 1 ~ .....~. ~

TotaL •._•••••. _••• __ .•.•.•.•......•..• 488-5 3" 2'21U-l -5- --1 2 -2 ---u---u~
------,..._---- ·_0_-__. __.__

Average._ ••_.......................... 7.8 I 22.2 58.9 57.3 58: 1

Two 3-year-olds and sixteen 4-year-olds were recovered from this marking. Others,
which will mature in their fifth year, will return to spawn during the season of 1928.
The detailed data concerning the recoveries appear in Table 33.

TABLE 33.-Chinook salmon marked at Salmon (Idaho) hatchery during the fall of 1924, when all
proximately 1.1 months old, and recovered dUT1:ng the sea~ons 0/1926 and 1927

Seale record, first year

. Number of rings
Date of capture Pwce ·Qf captUre

----_._--.,---_._----------
Length of anterior radius,

in mlllimetersX 120

74
·0

·_-------1-------- .-------- --------------..-------
,1926:

Aug.1O. __._ ••.••..•...••. Astoria (jllnnery._••••• __ ._••. ,.,.. 7 15 9 22 41
During AugusLc.~•• __ ••• CathlameL._. __ ••.••••_••••••• 7 1~ ,0 27 46

1927: . .
·July 11••,•••_•••c._·••••••• Ocean••••• __ •••••• _••••_•••_...... 19, 0 21 51 0
July 25_ •.•••.•••.• ...... _•.do._ ••.•.__ ••_•• _••_._ ••._..... 7 15 7 21 36 56
July 23_._._•••••~•• ~ ••• _••••••do•••••.••..•••••••_•• •••• 5 14 . 5 15 39 55
Aug.12 Ilwaco cannery.................... 7 17 6 20 43 63
Aug. 13.•• _c ••.•'•. c... •... Astoria Cllnnery••••.••.•_•.••••••••••_ : , •• , .•• , ••••• _ •••••_•••••••, •••..• """ ••••
Aug.16.•••_•••_••••••••.• Altoona cannery. __ .... _•••••_.... 0 18 0 17 51 0
Aug. 17_'•..•• _•••••••••c:c c ••••do.•••.•.••••••••.••••••••••••••••• __•••.• __ ••••• , ." ••• -.-•••••••••_••_._••••••••••••
Aug. 17•••.••••••• _ Chinook cannery._................ 7 16 ·0 16 57 ' 0

f:~nt:::::===:==:::==: :~~t.~~~ ~~.~~~::=~:=:::=:::=:===:= ., :"---7' •..----is· "''''--0' "'--"27- """'63' ""·""0
Ang, 23.;••••_•••••••••••••••••do••••_.-.c•••••••••••••••••• , 4 , 14 8 16 44 76
Aug.24•••_•••••••... _••• _ Ilwaco Cllnnery••.•• __ ••••• _.•••• ~. 9 16 6 23 45 '64
Aug.25••••••••••••• _••..• Astoria cannery••::·•••••••-......... . 4 12 10· 15 36. . 61
Aug. 25 "..--••.••..• --•••••••do••• -. __ .•••• _•• __ .~......... 6 16 6' 17 45 67
Aug. 25;••c••••••:c•••••••• :.·;~do••••••••••••••_•••••c••_.... 5 14 7 19 39 60
During SeptemLrlr••• _.• _. _•.••do ••. __ _._ .•••_••.•....••__ _._•...•...•__ """"" _•••••••••••_.'."_.
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The chief purpose of this experiment was to furnish further informationregard
ing the conditions that determine whether' a given chinook will return at maturity
as apart of the so-called spring or fall runs. Severa} experiments with the progeny
of the springrullhave shown that a change in the early environment does not'll,lter
the time of year ~t which the mature fish will start their spawning migration. This
experiment'furnishes similar evidence regarding chinooks of the fall run; In this
case eggs from a run that enters the Columbia River during August and September
and spawns at a distance of appro:ximately 150 'miles from the 'ocean were trans
ferred to a station at approximately five times that distance from the oeean,where
only a spring run of chinooks naturally spawns.

'lfthese fish were to become adapted to the conditions under which they spent
their early life, they would be expected to return to spawn in the headwaters where
they were liberated. They would be expected to store in their bodies a quantity of
fat sufficient to furnish energy for the long migration in fresh water.' They would
also be expected to leave the ocean early enough to allow time for the iongmigration
before spawning time. None of these conditions seems to have prevailed. The
time at which they passed through the lower Columbia on their spawning migration
was no earlier 'than that of the Little White Salmon River chinooks that remained
under natural conditions; As in the case of the latter, they appeared in the com
In.ercial catches of the lower Columbia during the last two-thirds of August. None
of these fish returned to the Lemhi Rivpr, where they were liberated,nor did an}"
enter the LittleWhite Salmon River, where the eggs were taken. In fact,none were
recovered as spawne:r:s. If any of them succeeded in passing the oommercial-fishing
district, we have no knowledge of where they went or whether they succeeded in
reaching suitable spawning grounds. Records of the quantity of fat stored in the
body of the fish were obtained for only four individuals. Although these records
were merely approximations based upon the appearance of the flesh) they indicate:
that the quantity of fat was about average for fish of the fall run; which is m'uch
less than that of chinooks of the spring run:

The nuclei of the scalesof the fish that were recovered in this experiment show
very little variation. All have a central area of 12 to 19 rings (anterior radius

36 63 'II' ') f h h'}' " d d "J"120 t() 120 m1 Imeters 0, stream growt , w 10 I, III most cases IS sU~Toun e ,,)y a.
band of from .5 to 10 rings of intermediates. (See Table 33.) The stream growth
is broken by an incidental check, which incloses from 4 to 9 ring$. A typical
nucleus is shown in Figure 85; Scales from fish recovered during their third and
fourth years a.re shown in Figures 83 and 84.

CONCLUSIONS

~E:R,.C~I':JT AGE:;, <)f, ~.ETURN

The repo~·t~d returns from these experimell~~,range from lout of 50,000 liberated
to lout. of eacll,300 ,liberated. These figures lllwe very little significance, however,
because they ,r~Pl'esentnotthetotall~eturnsbut ,an unknown and varying pi'op()rtioll
of the total. A,shas been pointed out in theintroduction, the authors and other
employees of the. Bureau of Fishe.rieswho have, assisted them with thecollection,of
data have been unable 'to observe perRonal1y more than n small fraction of the fiRh
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taken from the Columbia during the time when these experiments were in progress.
It has been necessary, therefore, to depend upon fishermen and cannery employees
for most of the records of returning marked fish. The number of persons who have
searched for marked fish and the conditions that affect the efficiency of their efforts
have varied so greatly as to make it impossible even to estimate with any degree of
accuracy what proportion of the total recaptures have been reported. The apparent
failure of some of the early experiments probably was due in part to the fact that no
inducement was offered to those finding marked salmon to report their captures.
The first real interest on the part of fishermen and cannery employees came in 1920
as a result of the Oregon fish commission's offer of a reward of 50 cents for each record
of the capture of a marked fish. An increase in the reward to $1 in 1922 caused a
greater response from those connected with the industry, but even with this induce
ment a great deal of encouragement and publicity was required to get people started
reporting their captures. The system of collecting data has been improved con
stantly, until during the last few years it is believed that most of the recoveries have
been reported.

Another source of error is in connection with the escapement; that is, those
fish that succeeded in evading the commercial gear and continued on to the spawning
grounds. In the experiments involving fish from Little White Salmon River and
Big White Salmon River, nearly all of the escaped fish probably returned to their
'parent tributary and were caught in the course of the egg-taking operations. This
is not true, however, of experiments involving chinooks of the spring run, the greater
part of whieh did not enter the tributary in whieh they were liberated but continued
on up the Columbia. No record is available of those that succeeded in passing the
upper limit of the commercial fishery.

In view of the many sources of error it is useless to assign the experiments to
rank in the order of success; but so little is known of the results of either natural or
artificial propagation that even an approximation of the general success of these
experiments will be of interest. Experiment No. 12 was the most successful, the
reported recoveries representing 0.45 per cent of the fingerlings liberated. Experi
ment No.7, with the reported recoveries representing 0.39 per cent of the liberation,
stands second. The'records of this experiment are not accurate, in that they do not
include the escapement, which continued on up the main Columbia beyond the
commercial-fishing district. Third in success is experiment No.6, with 0.24 per cent,
recovered. Here again the escapement is not represented. Experiment No.8,
with 0.18 per cent recovered, is fourth. In these four experiments the records from
the commercial fishery are believed to represent the majority of the marked fish
that were caught. The returns that have not come to our attention certainly would
nOt add enough to make the totals more than 1 or 2 per cent of the liberation.

SUCCESS OF LONG AND SHORT PERIODS OF REARING

One of the most important problems confronting those interested in the artificial
propagation of salmon is the determination of the length of time the fingerlings should
be held at the hatehery in order to get the greatest return. Some hatchery men
prefer to liberate their fingerlings very soon after the yolk sack is absorbed, whereas
others are 01 the opinion that best results are obtained from much longer rearing.
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Two of the more recent.marking experiments were designed to provide an answer to
this qnestion. Each of these involved five lots of marked fingerlings, which were
liberated at varying ages. . None of the fish in these experiments have reached
maturity to date and have not been discussed in this report; but even the compara
tively unreliable records of return from the various experiments herein described
give some indication of the relative success of the long and short periods of rooring.

For consideration thereof the experinients may be arranged in groups. Those
involving the progeny of the spring run into the Willamette River may be taken
as one group. This will include experiments Nos. 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 11. In
this category the longer periods of rearing have given the best results, virtually
no returns having been obtained from fingerlings liberated during midsummer.
Experiments Nos. 3, 8, and 12, which involved fingerlings derived from the fall
runs into the Little White Salmon and Big White Salmon Rivers, form another
group. In this case better results have come from a very short period of rear
ing than from liberating during midsummer. The success of the longer periods
of rearing has not been determined for this group. On the basis of what is known
of the habits of these two classes of chinooks we might have expected such results
as have been obtained. As fingerlings of the spring run normally spend the entire
first year in fresh water, best returns would be expected from the longer
period of rearing. This is especially true if the fingerlings are forced by unfavorable
conditions to leave the ri vel' as soon as liberated. In the case of the fall chinooks,
which normally leave the stream soon after the yolk sac is absorbed, the shorter
period of rearing might be expected to be the most successful.

INTERPRETATION OF SCALES

It is hardly necessary now to argue for the validity of the methods developed
for determining the age and other features of the life history of salmon by means of a
microscopic examination of their scales. These methods already have given abundant
proof of their value, especially through the careful and extensive researches of Gilbert
on the sockeye salmon. It is important to note, however, that the scales of these
fish of known history corroborate fully the theory that the arrangement of the con,.
centric rings (circuli) provides an accurate record of the previous history.

Moreover, a study of the scales of these marked fish has aided materially to
solve the many perplexing problems that have arisen in the interpretation of the
scales of the chinook salmon, particularly in connection with the early history as
recorded in the nuclear area of the scales. Frequent mention of these matters has
been made in the discussion of the returns 0 btained from. the various experiments.
It has been shown, particularly, that the growth of the first year (the "nuclear"
growth) is subject to numerous variations, which intergrade so completely that it is
impossible to draw any sharp line of distinction. At one end of the series we have
the typical stream nucleus, denoting that the first year was spent entirely in fresh
water, and at the other end the typical ocean nucleus, denoting that the fish ran out to
the ocean immediately after emerging from the gravel of the spawning beds and
spent the entire first year there. The majority of the Columbia River chinooks,
however, have neither typical stream nor typical ocean nuclei but apparently have
spent part of the first year in fresh water and part in the ocean. The result has been
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a nuclear area composed in part of stream growth, with fine, narrow rings, and in
part of ocean growth, with wide, strongly marked rings. This is amply explained by
the habit of the young fish in the Columbia of migrating throughout the year and not,
as in many other cases, during a definite and restricted season (Rich, 1920). Ac
cording as the length of time in fresh water is short or long, the amount of stream
growth is less or greater; in the first instance the nuclei approach the ocean type
and in the second they approach the stream type, and the intergradations appar
ently are complete. For these nuclei, composed in part of stream and in part of
ocean growth, we propose the term "conlposite nuclei. "

A further complication arises as a result of the presence on many scales of
"intermediate"growth-that formed during the life in the estuary while on the
seaward migration. The rings formed at this time are "intermediate" in position
and in appearance between the stream and ocean rings and vary so materially that it
is difficult to distinguish them with certainty, sometimes from the stream rings and
at other times from the ocean rings. . Nuclei composed only of stream rings and
intermediates blend indistinguishably with certain types of composite nuclei.

As a result of these variations the first year's growth on the scales of Columbia
River chinooks frequently is very confusing and presents, in extreme cases, as many as
four or five checks, each of which might easily be mistaken for an annulus by an
inexperienced observer. As a matter of fact, however, with experience this confusion
is eliminated almost completely, at least in so far as the determination of age is con
cerned. It may never be possible to interpret correctly the details of history recorded
in a complicated composite type of nucleus, but that is relatively immaterial for
practical purposes as long as there is no error in age determination, and our experience
with the scales of fish of known history has provided sufficient information so that
such errors may be eliminated almost entirely.

TIME OF ENTERING FRESH WATER

Perhaps the most important contribution which these experiments have made to
our knowledge of the biology of the salmon is that relating to the hereditary char
acter of the factors that determine the time of year when the adults enter fresh water
and begin their migration to the spawning grounds. The great practical value of
determining beyond question whether this is strictly an hereditary character or not
is associated with the fact that the early run of chinooks (spring chinooks) is of much
better qllality and is, consequently, of much greater value to the fishery than the
later rull (fall chinooks); The spring fish are sought most earnestly, and the main
tenance of the spring run. has been the chief concern of those interested in practical
conservation. This question has been asked frequently: Is it necessary to breed from
fish of the spring run in order to produce spring fish, or is it possible, by proper han
dling of the progeny of the fall run, to produce fish that will return as adults to fresh
water early in the spring?

The evidence of these marking experiments shows beyond question the heritable
quttlity of this character. In 8 of the 13 experiments the young :fish were derived from
eggs taken either on theWillametteRiver 'or its tributa,ries, the McKenzie and the
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Santiattl, where the ,spawning runs are composed exclusively;of salmon that enter 'the
Columbia early in the'spring. The fish were reared and liberated on tributaries of.
the Columbia that normally are inhabited by fall-running salmon only,but the
marked fish returned to the river as adults during the spring. Of the 390 adults that,
have been recovered from these experiments, 365 were taken before June 1"and,there
is some evidence that all but two of those taken'after that date had entered the river
some time before they were caught. These fish not only were subjected to anunna
tural environment during their early lives but also were liberated at various ages,
ranging from 7 to 18 months. Neither of these conditions seems to have, changed
the time of their return to fresh water.

A converse experiment (experiment No. 13), in which the progeny of fall· chinooks
were reared and liberated under conditions normal to spring chinooks, has given sim~

Harl'esults. ; All of 16 mature fish recovered from this experimentsta.rted their spawn
ing migration in the fall.

Another interesting feature of thespawllingmigration demonstratedoy these
experiments is the comparatively short time during which the'fish from each tributm'Y;
leave the ocean. As has been pointed out, chinooks that spawn in the Willamette,
McKenzie, and Santiam Rivers with but few exceptions enter the Columbia River
before the 1st of June. The fish that developed from eggs taken on the Little White
Salmon. 'and Big White Salmon. Rivers were found to ,be passing though the com
mercial fishing district in August and September. All the fish in experim,ent No.4,
which were introduced from the Umpqua River, were caught during a period of less
than a month, beginning May 13. It seems fairly clear that the fish belonging to ,any
given tributary enter the main river from the ocean at a definite and characteristic
time. This is an important point, .as it gives additional evidence of the, existen.ce, of
local races in the tributary streams and shows that each race is present in the main
river, only a comparatively short time. Knowing,- further, that each race ,is il!!elf
propagating, it becomes perfectly apparent that all parts of the, salmon run, in; the
Columbia River must ,be given adeql1ateprotection if ,the run as a whole is to be
maintained., The. protection of only one or two portions of the run' will ,:(lot he
sufficient, inasmuch as certain races will be left entirely .unprotected.

AGE AT MATURITY

The relationbetweenthe reported returns and the a<itual returns haf;> yarie4r so
greatly as t~ ma:ke Wily a ,general consideration oLthe age atmat~~ityjustifiiq~e.
For this .pUrPose ,the expetiments again may be divided illto ,two classes-those in·
volving apJ.1ing .chinooks from eggs taken on the Will8J;Ilette River and its' tri~lftarie!;l
and those involving sa.1pJ,on from the Big White Salmon and Little Whitt;) Salmon
Riyers, whichenter.fresh water during theJatterpart of the season.

Maturesprjng, chinooks tq,at were ip.their third to sixth .yearshav.e been re
covered.· Xn every case the greatest number.matured in their fifth year. The 6-yaar·
oldshave always, exceeded the4-:year-olda, and the 3-year~olds' are repre~e~tedby

only two :r;ecoveries. . . . .' '. ;,'
The data. relating to the fall chinooks are very i,n~dequate, but they indicate that

the four,th 8.:(ld fifth years are the prevailing ages at maturity. On the whole, the fish
of this class mature one year younger than the spring chinooks. A few males mature

105107-29---4
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in their second year, and a significant'number of both males and females return in
iheir;third. No 6-year-oldshavebeen recovered as yet; From the standpoint of
growth, however,there is very little difference in the time of maturing; that is, the
two classes mature after approximately equal intervals of rapid growth. The 'rate of
growth ill fresh water is so low, in comparison 'to that in the ocean, that a year of fresh
water growth is insignificant in comparison to two or more years of ocean growth.
The size attained,therefore, is proportional to' the length of time spent in the ocean.
The fall chinooks normally enter the .ocean early in their first year, whereas the
spring chinooks remain in the streams for an entire year before going to the ocean.
In addition, the former remain in the ocean for three or four months of the rapid..
growing season of the year in which they mature, whereas the spring chinooks start
their spawning migration so early in the year that they make little or no growth
during the last season. As a result of the earlier seaward migration and later spawn-·
ing migration the fall fish spend approximately one full growing season more in the
ocean than do the spring chinooks of the same age and have spent about the same time
in the ocean as spring chinooks one year older. 'f,he relation between ocean residence
and time of maturing is therefore abotitthe same for:the two classes.

1,; l

,
HOMING INSTINCT

The so-called "parent-stream" theory or "home-stream" theory is now sub
stantiated by such a wealth ofevidence that it seems nearlysuperfl.uous to state that
none of the salmon marked on the Columbia have been recovered in any other river
system., ill 'j J

The records of marked' Columbia River chinooks taken off the coast ofBritish
Columbia and southeastern Alaska show something ,of, the wide oceanic niigrations
of :these' fish and are in agreementwHh'.the results of the tagging experiments;- ·Tho
ta'gging experiments in British Oolumbia in 1925' (Williamson, 1927) showed conclu
sively: that a large percentageofthe;spring(chinook) salmon caught by troll in these
ntirtherh'waters originated ;in the' Columbia·:River. In view of this wide range in
the ocean, the fact that no marked fish were' reported in any other stream than the
Columbia indicates clearly the fOl'ce and discrimination of the homing instinct as it

\affects the return to the home stream., .
It is evident, furthermore, thai under normal circumstances salmon predomi

riarltly 'retUrn to spawn in the tributary in which they spent the early part of their
lives,althoughtheyhave beenshowri ndttodo so in. some instances. It is important I

tb note; in this connection, that the ;transplantedfish have shown no Mnden.cy to
r~turn; 'tt>' the stream from which the eggs weretalreii.·· The homing'instinct is not .a
purelY'hereditary matter,therefore, but is determined largely by the early environ
ment. These experi'ments have shown that under 'certaincircumstance~the'return
to the home!tributary is by no ineansin.varitible and 'that the major part ofa run may
fail' to I return to the tributary in: which itiw'as reared and liberated. Experiment
No.' 7'gave 'the'most conclusive evidence onthispoiilt: ' Nearly haH of tHe 252 a,dults
recovered from this experiment were taken in the Columbia River·several miles abo\7e
the l11;()ut~ ~f Tanner Creek, where 'the' fingerlings :were liberated.'" As only three
were 'taken: in Ta,nner Creek? it is aPilare,ntthfl,t the majority chose not to enter that
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tributary and continued up the main river. Six other experiments, which, like
experiment No.7, involved spring chinooks that were liberated in tributaries other
than the one in which the eggs from which they developed were taken, have given
similar results. From these experiments only four returns to .the place of liberation
have been reported. It may be concluded tentatively that, in part at least, some
element in the complex known as the homing instinct is hereditary, so that the
instinct does not function perfectly in the case of transplanted flsh. It seems pos
sible that this might be a determining factor in the establishment or rehabiiitation
of salmon runs by means of artificial propagation.

The experiments with chinooks of the fall. run have resulted in much greater
returns to the place of liberation. Ninety-nine of the 504 recoveries recorded for
the experiments with salmon of this group were caught at the hatcheries at which
the fingerlings were reared and liberated. Five of these fish entered near-by tribu
taries, but no othe~s are definitely known to have strayed, the remainder having
been taken either in the ocean or in the Columbia River below the mouth of the
home tributary. The most striking instance of this return to the home stream is
that to Spring Creek. This stream is so extremely small that it is difficult to see
how the salmon could find it at all, and yet 82 of the fish marked here were recaptured
here as adults, while only 4 were taken in other spawning tributaries. This is the
most definite evidence known to us of the validity of the home-stream theory as
applied to tributaries.

The reason for this difference in the homing of the spring and fall chinooks is
not shown conclusively by the data at hand. It seems, however, that the homing
instinct is disturbed to some extent by transplanting the eggs from one tributary to
another, the disturbance being greatest when the eggs are transferred to tributaries
that offer least favorable conditions for the returning mature fish. The marked spring
chinooks in every experiment were transplanted in tributaries that could not support
a spring run. The fall chinooks, on the other hand, were liberated in either their
native stream or another that offered favorable conditions for a fall run. While by
no means conclusive, the evidence indicates that the transplanting of eggs from one
tributary to another has an unfavorable influence on the homing instinct of the
resulting fish. This is • matter of considerable importance in fish-cultural, opera
tions, particularly in cases where attempts are made to rehabilitate runs by trans
plantation from other streams. So far as these experiments go, they indicate that a
better practice would be to stock each stream with eggs native to that stream.
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EXPLANATION OF FIGURES

The magnifications indicated in all of the legends are only approximate. Abbreviationsuscd
inthe figures: i. ck. indicates incidental check; st. (JT., stream growtq; int., intermediate growth;
1,2,3, etc., the age of the fish in years when the corresponding points'on the scales were marginal.
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EXPI';IU~IEN'l' 1
1"1,. 5.-Yearling, 132 millimeters, Bonneville hatchery, lIfnrch 2, 1920, showing well dofined wintor check. X 25
FIG. G.-Yearling, J22 millilneters long, markod at Bonnoville hatchory, l\larch II, 1016. 'l'ypicalscale showing poorly

defined incidontal and winter checks. X 25
FIG. 7.-1I1"rkod at Bonnevillo hatchery dnring tho spring of 1U10 as a yoarling. Hocovcred noar 'rho Dnllos, Orog., May

'I, 1020, in its sixth year. Malo, 48 pouncls in woight. 'rhe scalo is absorbed to sueh un extont that the wintor bant!
of tho filth ~'eal' and whutover llIuy 1111\'0 boou fOl'lllOd of the sixth year's growth do not show. X 13

l'IG. 8.-Nuclear region of tho "calc hown in Figuro 7. X 25
Ex I'E ItI ~1.EN'J' 2

Flo.O.-Fingorling, I milim leI'S, Kluskanillo hatchery, July 10, 1910. A typical scal wiLh no incidenllli check. X 25
FIG. 1O.-1'ingerling, 94 millimoters long, marked at Klaskanino hatehery, July 10, 1910, showing ineidental check. X 25
FIG. ll.-Marked at Klaskanino hatchery during the summor of WIG, whon al proximatoly II llIontlls olt!. Hoeovored

fit Astoria, Oreg., betweon 1\iny 25 and Juno 21, 1920. in its fifth year. This sCllle was taken from tho skin ollnchcd to
the scur of the dorsal fin, which acconnts for il small size. X 13

FIG. 12.-Nnclear region of scalo shown in l'igure II. X 25
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Ex!'EHl~II~NT 3

FIG. 13.-Fingerling, 60 millimeters long, marked at Little Wbite Salmon River batebery July
28, 1016. X 25

FIG. l4.-Marked at T,iLt!e White Salmon Hiver hatchery during the summer or lOW wben about
10 montbs old. Hecovered as a spawning fish in the Little White Salmon River during the
roll or 101 , in its third year. Nlale, 10.5 inches long. A COnsiderable portion or tbe third

. year's growth has been lost by absorption. X 25
1'10. 15.-Marked at Little White almon Hiver hatchery during the summer or lOW, wben about

JO months old. Recovered at Astorin, Oreg., August 25, JOIO, in its rourtb year. .femalo.
No data as to size. X 13
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}'IG. 1O.-Nuclear region of seole shown in Figure 15. X 25
Flo. J7.-Marked at LiLllo While Salmon Hiver hotehery duriug lhe Slimmer of 1910, when about JO monlbs old. Re

covcred by pursc seine 00' lhe moulh of lhe Columbia River, August 21, 1020, in its fifLh year. l'emoJe, 30 inches
long and weighing 27 pouuds. X J3

FIG. IS.-Nuclear region of senIe shown in )i'igure 17. X 25
FlO. 10.-Marked ol Little White Solman ]liver holchery during lhe sUllllner of JOJ6, when nbou! 10 monlhs old. Heeo\'

ered in tho Lillie While Salmon Hiver, Seplember 27, 1020, in its fifth year. l'emale, 36.75 iaches iu length. X 25
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FIG. 2O.-Fingerling r "J]" EXPERIMEXT 4
FIG. 21.-Fingerling; 69 ~lll:~~~~~~ long, marked at Bonne,ille hatcheC" •FIG:il~~-;~al;';d at Bonne,ille hatch~~~:d~~r;:~ea;t~~nne'illehatcher)-; ~~g,~~~g~~ It ~~lg: ~~allest fish in tbe, collection. X 25
FIG. 23.-Xucle:rar~~ \\ eI

1
hm

g
1 pounds. X 13 I ber, 1916." ben approXImately 12 months oillC~ scaIe sbowmg mcidental cbeck. X 25

on a scale shown lD Figure 22. A poorly ditTerenliated nucleus. X 25 ,eco' ered at Astor18, Oreg., :-la)' 21, 1920, in its fifth year. Female,
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EXPI':llIMEWI' 4-

Fl(;. 2·1.-]\lnrkod ot Bonnovillo hotehory during Soptomber, 191(i, when opproximotol)' .12 months old. TIeco\'orod lit
Wallaco .island, JunO 5,1920. in its fifth )'Ollr. !-llIlo, 20.25 inches 10llg lind II'cighillg 28.25 poullds. 13

1"10. 25.-Nuclcal" region or scalo shown in Fip;uro 21. .\ moro clearly diITorcntintod nucleus. X 25
PIO. 20.- 1m'ked ot BOlllle\"ille hotehery oul'ing September, 1910, when opproximotely ]2 mouths old. Heeo\'ered ot

Astorin, Oreg., I\'Iny 2':>, U)20, in its fifth yoar. Fez-nnlo, 35.5 inches long: nnd weighing 20 pounds. X 13
1110. 27.-NucJeor region of seolo shown in Pigure 20, sho\\'ing wide I ond of intermediote growth, X 25
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EXPEHIMEN'l' 4

:FIG. 28.-Morked at Uouneville hatchery during September. 1010. when approximAtely 12 months old. ]lecovered At
Astoria, Oreg., l'v[ay 18, 1920, in its fifth year. ]~emale, either Hj or 21 pounds in weight. This scale was taken from
the skin attached to tbe scar of the dorsal On. which accouuts for its small size. This is thc most confusing scale in
thc entire collection from mm'ked chinook salmon. In the ahsence of knowledge of the earlyJlistory of the Osh. the
check marked 2 might have been mistaken for the first winter check. X 13

I.'IG. 20.-Nuclear region of sen]e showlJ iu ji'igure 26. X 25
FIG. 30.-Marked at Uonueville hntchery during Septemher, 1916, when approximately 12 mOlJtbs old. Heeovered ncar

Altoona. Wasil.. June fl, 1920, in its IIfth year. Pemilic. 32 inches loug ulJd weighing 21 pounds, sbowing nucleus
lacking incidental check und having ouly two or three rilJgs of ilJtermediate growth. X 25

FIG. 31.-Marked at Uenneville hatchery durilJg September, 1910, whelJ approximately J2 mouths old. Hecovered at
Uwaco, Wash .• May 17, 1920. ilJ its firth year. Female, 35.4 inches long and weighing 2J.5 pounds, showing a
very poorly differentiated nucleus. X 25
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EXPERIMENT 5
FIG. 32.-Fingerling, 55 millimeters in length, marked at Little White Salmon hatchery, July I ,19Ii. X 25
FIG. 33.-Marked at Little White Salmon River hatchery during the summer of 191i, when approximately 10 months old. Recovered as a spawn

ing fish in the Little White Salmon River, October 12, 1920, in its fourth year. Female, 2i inches long and weighing 10.5 pounds. Record of
all but the first 2 years' growth has been eaten away by absorption of the scale. X 25

EXPERIMENT 6
FIG. 34.-Fingerling, 145 millimeters, marked at Herman Creek hatchery March, 1920, sbowing absence of incidental and winter cbecks. X 25
FIG. 35.-Fingerling, 126 millimeters in length, marked at Herman Creek hatchery during March, 1920, showing incidental check, winter check, and

three rings of rapid growth of the second year. X 25
FIG. 36.-Marked at Herman Creek hatchery during the spring of 1920, when approximately 18 months old. Reco,ered at Ellsworth, Wash.,

May 20, 1923, in its flfth year. Male. 36 inches long and weighing 15 pounds. X 13
FIG. 3i.-Nuclear region of scale shown in Figure 36. X 25
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EXPEmMENT 6

FIG. 38.-M'arke<l aL ,llerman ('reck hatchery during Lhe spring of 1920 when IlpproximaLely 18
monLhs old. HccovcrceJ aL Clal.skanic, Ore!!., May 7, 1U2'j , in i1.s sixl.h ycar. Length, 38
inchcs; weigbt, 22 POllOc!S. X 13

FIG.3U.-Nuclear rcgion of scale shown in Figure 38. X 25
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EXPERDIE:\"T 7

FIG. 40.-Fingerling 102 millimeters long marked at Bonneville batchery October 14. 1920. X 25
FIG. 41.-Marked at Bonneville hatchery during October, 1920, when approximately 13 montbs old. RecO\'ered by troll in the ocean on August 9, 1922, iu its third

year. ~1ale, 23.25 incbes long and weighing 5.5 pounds. X 13
FIG. 42.-~[arked at Bonne"il1e batchery during October, 1920, wben approximately 13 months old. Reco\-ered in the lower Columbia, ~[ay 9,1923, in its fourtb

year. Female, 32 inches long and weighing 18 pounds. )( 13
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EXPEJUMENT 7

FIG. 43.-M:arked at llonoeville hatchery docing October, 1020, when approximately 13
monl.hs old. lleeovercd at WeSI,port, Orog., May I, )921, in it,s Orth year. Female, 38
inches long nnd weighin~ 22 pounds. X 13

PIn, 44.-Nuclcar region of scale shown in Figure 43, showing nucleus of average size. X 25
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EXPEmMENT 7
FIG. 45.-lVlarked at Bonueville hatchery during October, 1020, wheu approximately 13 months old. Hceovcrcd

JlOllr BOJlllOvillo, Orog., May 7, 1025, ill its sixth YOIII". ]\IIalo, 40.5 inohos long and woighing 27 ponnds. 'rho
last .half yeur's growt.h has beon removed by absorption of tho scale. X.13

FIG. 40.-Marked at BOIJno\'iilo hR,tchor~' dllring Octobor, 1020, whon approximate!)' 13 months old. Hoco\'ored
nt Cnsendo Locks, Oreg., Mny 8, 1024, in il.s Ofth ycnr. Fomo10, 32.5 inehos long and woighing 13 pounds,
showing an cxtrcm ly lnr~e nnclells. X 2!l

FlO. '17.-JVlal"i(od at Bonll ville hatohel'l' dul'ing Oolober, 1020, wholl approxlmate!y 13 months old, lle ovorod
at Ol'bctL. Orcg., 1\1ny 0, 1924, in its fifth year. Female, 34.!i inches long aod w ighing 18 pounds, show-illg
all oxtremely smallnllololls. X 25
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EXI'Ef(J~rgN'r 8
FH,. 'IS.-Fingerling:, 50 millimeters. marked HI. LillIe \Vhilc Salmon Hi\'cr hatchery summer of 1920. X 25
PIG. 4!J.-JVlarked at LiUlo 1I'11ilo .'almol1 Hivor hatc/lOry sUll1l11er o( 1!J20, wl10n approximatoly 10 1I10l1ths old. Ho

covered at. AstOrifl, Oreg., Augusl22. IH2a, in its fourt.h year. IVfalc, ~H inches long and wci~hjng 25 pounds. X 2!)
FIG. liO.-M arkod at Litl.le While Salmon I{h'or hatcher;' Sllll11110r o( W20, whol1 approximatoly JO months old. Uo

covorod at /lnd Island, August JoI, tOn, ill its lourth yoar. ]\1 010,45':, inchos 10l1g I1nd woighlng 42 pounds. X 25
FIG. 51.-;"lnrkcd at Lillie \\'hile Salmon Iliver hatchery SUIlllllor of 1!)20, when approximately 10 months 011. .Uo

l'o'-orod I1t Sand Isll1l1d, Al1gl1st 2:3,102:1, in ils (ollrth YOI1L 1'om1110, 30 inches long I1nd weighing 23 pounds. X 25
FIG. 52.-l\larked at Lillie White Salmon Hivor hatchory summer o( 1920, when approximatoly JO months old.

Recovered in the lower Columbia, August 20, 1923, in its fourth year. Female, 26 inches long and woighing
JO pounds. X 25
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FIG. 53.-l\fnrkod nL LiWo Whilo Sallllon In"or hnlchory durin!: Lho SUllInlor of 1020, whon np
proximntcly lO lI1on1hs old. Heco\"oroc! in the lower COIUllIbiu, August Ii, HJ23, in its fourth
yonI'. FOllInlo, au inches Ion/< nnd wOi/<hing 24 pounds. X la

FIG. 5·1.-1\lnrkod lit LiILio Whito Snlmon HiI'or hnt.chory during Lho snllllllor of 1020, whon liP
proximotcJy JO months old. Hccoycrcd nt. and ]SIOlld, August 10, J92·1, in its firth yonI'.
1\lnlo, 33.0 inchos long nnd woighiug 2\) pounos. X 13
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EXPERIMENT 9

FIG. 55.-Fingerling, 82 millimeters long, marked at Bonneville batcbery, August 24, 1921, sbowing a distinct incidental cbeck. X 25
FIG. 56.-Fingerling, 106 millimeters long, marked at Bonneville batcbery, August 24, 1921, sbowing absence of incidental check. X 25
FIG. 57.-Marked at Bonne\-ille hatchery during the fall of 1921, wben approximately 13 montbs old. Reco\'ered at Warrendale, Oreg., May 6,1924, in its fourth year. Male, 25.75 inches

long and weighing 13 pOI1llds. X 13
Fig. 58.-lIarked at Bonneville hatcbery during the fall of 1921, when appro:<imately 13 months old. Recovered at Astoria, Oreg., May 17, 1924, in its fourth year. The growth proportions

in this scale are very unusual. (See p. 244.) X 13
FIG. 59.-Nuclear region of scale shown in Figure 58. X 25
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EXl'EHJlIlEN'l' 9
l'IG. 60.-Mnrked nt Bonneville hotehery during the foJI of 1921, when approximotely J3 months old. Hecov

ered ot Dohlil1, Wosh., 1Iiny 8, J925, in its flllh)' I1r. 1\101,41 inches long I1nd weighing 29 pouuds. The
fourth winter band und whntever was formed liming the spring of the fifth yeur huve been removod by
absorption of Lho sonic. X Ja

111 •. Ol.-]\Inrkod ut llonnovillo hutehery during tho fnll of J021, wholl npproxill1l1toly 13 monllls old. Heeo\'
ercd nt Clatskanie, Oreg., during: Jtebruory, 1U2G. in its sixth year. TO dnta as to sex; length 42 inches,
woight 37 ponnds. '1'ho rnpid growth or the sixth )'ol1r hnd not storIed ot the timo the fish wus cllught. X 13
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EXl'EJUMEN'l' 10
FIG. li2.-Fingerling, 78 millimeters, marked at Bonneville hatchery August 28,1922. A typical scale. X 25
FIG. lia.-Marked at Bonneville hllteh ry fall of 1\122, when flpproxill1nWJ)' 12 months old. Iteeovered at Ca~eadeLoeks,

Oreg.. M:ay 5, 1926, in its fifth yell!'. Female, 37 inchesAnd22pounds. A poorly difrerentiated nucleus. X 25
1'10. li4.-Nfarked at Bonneville hatchery during the fall of 1.922, when approximately J2 months ole1. lleeovered in n

cannery At \Varrclldnlr., Oreg., J\llay 10,1920, in its fifth year. "M.alc,;)t1 illches loug find weighing 18 pounds, showing:
a clearly dif[el'Ontiated nueJeus. X 25

1'10. (i5.-.N(arkccl at Bonneville hatchery during the full or lD22, when n.pproxil1lutcly ]2 months old. Recovered in {\
cannery at gjlsworth, Wasil., 'May 7,1920, in its fifth yenr. Mnle, 2!J.5 inelles long anel weighing 10.,5 pounds, show
ing interm diate growth that closely resembles stnJltm growth. X 25

1'10. 66.-Mnrked nt Bonneville hatch ry during tho fall of 1022, when approximat 'ly 12 months old. Recovered in a
cannery at Ellsworth, Wasl'l., May'J, 1026, in its fifth yeaI'. Female, a4 inches long and weighing 21 pounds, show
iug a nucleus with all extremely wiele band or intermediate growth. X 25

Fla. 67.-Marked at Bonneville hatehery during tile fall of 1022, when approximately 12 mOJJths old. lleeovered in 11
cannery at Ellsworth, Wasil., Mal' 15,1020, in its fifth yelll·. Female, a2 inches long and weighing 17 pounds, show
ing a nucleus with no intermediate growth. X 25

FIG. (I8.-Marked at Booneville hatchery during the fnll of ]922, when approximately 12 mouths old. Recovered At
'rhe Dallos, Oreg., Maya, W24, in its Lhird 'year. Male, 18 inehos long and weighing 3 pounds. X Ja
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EXPERDIE1\T 10

FIG, 69,-Marked at Bonne\'ille hatcbery during the fall of 1922, when approximately 12 months old. Recovered in a caunery at \\'arrendale, Oreg" during the spring of ]925
in its fourth year. Female. 40 inches long and weighing 35 pounds, X 13

FIG, iO,-Marked at BonneYille hatchery during the fall of ]922, wben approximately 12 months old. Reco\Oered at Cascade Locks, Oreg" :\1ay 5, 1926, in its fifth year.
Female, 3i inches long and weighing 22 pounds, The fourth winter band and whate\'er was formed during the fifth spring haye heen removed b~' absorption of the scale
X 13
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EXPERBIEXT 11

FIG. 71.-Fingerling, 75 millimeters long. marked at KJaskanine hatchery, August I . 1922. A typical scale. X 25
FIG. 72.-:\1arked at Klaskanine hatchery during the summer of 1922, when approximately 10 months old. Recoyered at the Klaskanine hatchery during the spring of 1926, in its

fifth year. The margin of the scale has been slightly remoyed by absorption. X 13
FIG. 73.-:\uclear region of scale shown in Figure 72. X 25
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EXl'lcItlMNN'l' 12

FlO. 74.-Eingorling, 56 millimotors in longlh, mflrkod nt Big Whito Snlmon llivor hotehory, Juno 12, J023. X 25
]"10. 75.-f\ifnrkocl at Dig "'hite Salmon Hivcr hutchcry during tho spring of J923, when approximately 8 months old.

Roeovorod nt 1Iwneo, Wflsh., AUgllsL 10, 1026, in its fourth ~'enr. tnle, 39.3 inches long nnd woighing 30 pounds. X 13
Ero. 76.-Nllelenr rogion of senlo shown in F,igul'O 75. X 25
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EXl'EIUMENT 12
FIG. n.-Marked at Big WhiLe Salmon Hiver hatchery during the sprin~ of 1i)2:J, whell al11"0xinIUtoly 81110nths old. Rocov

ered at Astorin, Oreg., August za, 1020, in its fourth yonr. 1\1.010,30 lnchc!:i long: nnd weighing 28.5 pounds, showing n
poorly dltTerel1l.illted composite lJuclous. '['he first ,Yonr's growth blends so !:l'Ildunlly Inl.O Ulllt or tile second yonI' thnt
it is impossible to determine whero Lhe flTst year ends and the second bc/!;ins. X 25

FIG. 78.-Marked 11& Dig White Salmon Iliver hatchery during tho spring of 102~, whon approximatoly 8 months old. Hocov
ered at Pillar Hock, Wasb., August 25,1925, in its third yoar. Male, 20 inches long and weighing 12 pounds, showing all
incidental check in the second year, which is not sufficiently pronounced to be eonfnsed as an annulus. X 13

]!'JG. 79.-Marked at Dig Wbite Salmon HiveI' hateher~' during the spring or 1923, whou approximately 8 months old. ]"teeov
I ered at Astorio, Oreg., August 24, ]926, in its fourLh year. }'emalc, 37 inches long ond weighing 22.25 pounds, showing

an incidental check in tho second year, which might be mistaken for an annulus. A part of tho fourth summer's growth
Ihas been romoved by absorption of tho sealo. X 13

FIG. BO.-Nueloar region of the scale shown in Figuro 78. X 25
FIG. 81.-Marked at Big White Salmon !'liver hatchery during the spring of 1023, when approximately 8 months old. Hecov-]

ered at Astoria, Oreg., August 2, J024, in its second year. J\lale, 22 inches long and weighing!j pounds. X J3
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EXl'I~JUMEN'l' 13

FIG. 82.-FiugerJiug, 58 millilllelers long, IIlurked al BallllOIl (IdahO) halehery, Augusl 22, 102'/. X 25
li'lO. sa.-Marked at Salmon (Idaho) hntehory during tho laB 011\124, whou npproximately 11 mouths old. Recovered

In nil Aslorln cnnnery, AuguslIO, j020. in ils third yenr. M.nle, 25 inches 10llg nnd weighing 0 ponnds. X 13
1'10. 84.-Mnrked at Salmeu (Idahe) hatchery during the faB of 1\124, when approximately 11 months old Recovered

in the ocean 011 Jllly 25, 1027, in ils (Ollrth yenr. X r:J
FlO. 85.-Nuelear region 01 senle shown in .Figur 84. X 25


